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Bowling green
2013 FAlConS FooTBAll
Television 
u Saturday's game is a BCSN broadcast with Greg Franke (play-by-play) and Tom 
Cole (analyst) on the call.
Radio 
u Falcon Radio Network with Todd Walker (play-by-play) and John Gibson (analyst). 
Radio coverage can be heard on the flagship station for BGSU Football WFRO 99.1 FM 
in Fremont, Ohio as well as WWSR 93.1 FM (Lima, Ohio), WCIT 940 AM (Lima, Ohio), 
WXKR 100.7 FM (Toledo, Ohio), WONW 1280 AM (Defiance, Ohio), WHKW 1220 
AM (Cleveland, Ohio), WFXN 102.3 FM (Mansfield, Ohio), WXXF 107.7 FM (Ashland, 
Ohio) and WHKW 1420 AM (Cleveland, Ohio).
u The Bowling Green Radio Sports Organization (BGRSO) broadcasts home games 
and select road games on 88.1 FM in Bowling Green.
Tickets 
u Tickets are available through the BGSU Ticket Office by calling 877-BGSU TICKET 
or going to the BGSU Ticket Office, located inside the Stroh Center. Fans can also visit 
the BGSU tickets page and order online at BGSUFalcons.com/tickets.
Websites / Social Media 
u BGSUFalcons.com (Bowling Green), UMassAthletics.com (Massachusetts)
u Follow BGSU Football on Twitter through the official account of BGSU Athletics 
@BGAthletics or the official account of BGSU Football @BGFalconFootbal
u On Facebook search for BGSU Athletics
Polls 
u Neither BGSU or UMass is receiving votes in the Associated Press or USA Today 
Coaches polls.
Live Stats / Live Audio / Live Video 
u Live stats are available online at BGSUFalcons.com.
u Live audio is available (via Falcon Radio Network) online at BGSUFalcons.com.
u Live video is available online at BGSUFalcons.com as well as on ESPN3.com.
Series Info 
u Bowling Green won the only meeting between the two programs a year ago.
u The Falcons shut out UMass on the road last year, 24-0.
u This is the first contest between BGSU and UMass in Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
Overall:  4-1
Home: 3-0
Away: 1-1
Neutral:  0-0
MAC: 2-0
MAC Home: 1-0
MAC Away: 1-0
MAC Neutral: 0-0
2013 RECORD/RESULTS
Thursday, Aug. 29 • 7:00 pm
#RV TULSA (ESPNU)
Doyt Perry Stadium, Bowling Green
Saturday, Sept. 7 • 12:00 pm
AT KENT ST. (ESPN REG.)
Dix Stadium, Kent, Ohio
Saturday, Sept. 14 • 12:00 pm
AT INDIANA (ESPNU)
Memorial Stadium, Bloomington, Ind.
Saturday, Sept. 21 • 3:30 pm
MURRAY STATE (ESPN3)
Doyt Perry Stadium, Bowling Green
Saturday, Sept. 28 • 2:30 pm
AKRON (ESPN3)
Doyt Perry Stadium, Bowling Green
Saturday, Oct. 5 • 3:30 pm
MASSACHUSETTS (BCSN)
Doyt Perry Stadium, Bowling Green
Saturday, Oct. 12 • 7:30 pm
AT MISSISSIPPI ST. (FSN)
Davis Wade Stadium, Starkville, Miss.
Saturday, Oct. 26 • TBA
TOLEDO (Television TBA)
Doyt Perry Stadium, Bowling Green
Tuesday, Nov. 5 • 8:00 pm
AT MIAMI (ESPN2/ESPNU)
Fred Yager Stadium, Oxford, Ohio
Tuesday, Nov. 12 • 7:30 pm
OHIO (ESPNU/ESPN3)
Doyt Perry Stadium, Bowling Green
Saturday, Nov. 23 • 1:00 pm
AT EASTERN MICH. (Television TBA)
Rynearson Stadium, Ypsilanti, Mich.
Friday, Nov. 29 • 1:30 pm
AT BUFFALO (ESPNU/ESPN3)
Ralph Wilson Stadium, Buffalo, N.Y.
Game #6
BGSU
(4-1, 2-0 MAC)
vs.
UMass
(0-4, 0-0 MAC)W, 34-7
W, 41-22
L, 42-10
W, 48-7
W, 31-14
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Tale of the Tape
QUICk FACTS
BGSU ................................................................................................................................................. UMass
Bowling Green, Ohio .............................................Location..................................................Amherst, Mass.
1910.......................................................................Founded ..................................................................1863
17,046.................................................................. Enrollment ..............................................................27,016
Orange and Brown ..................................................Colors ........................Maroon, White, Cool Grey, Black
MAC .................................................................... Conference ................................................................MAC
STATS
BGSU ................................................................................................................................................. UMass
32.8..........................................................................Points  ......................................................................7.0
487.4.................................................................. Total Offense ..............................................................258.5
207.4.................................................................Rushing/Game ..............................................................96.5
44.2................................................................Rushing Att./Game ...........................................................30.0
4.7....................................................................... Yards/Carry ...................................................................3.2
280.0.................................................................Passing/Game.............................................................162.0
32.0................................................................Passing Att./Game ...........................................................34.3
18.4..............................................................Points Allowed/Game .........................................................32.5
356.8............................................................ Total Defense/Game ........................................................493.5
143.6..........................................................Rushing Allowed/Game ......................................................283.8
213.2.......................................................... Passing Allowed/Game ......................................................209.8
+2 ....................................................................Turnover Margin ................................................................+1
LEADERS
BGSU ................................................................................................................................................. UMass
Johnson (245.8)...........................................Passing Yards/Game .......................................... Doyle (105.0)
Johnson (6).........................................................Passing TDs ........................................................ Doyle (2)
Greene (110.2) .................................................Rushing/Game .................................................Bedell (55.2)
Houston (6) ........................................................ Rushing TDs ........................................................Bedell (1)
Joplin, Gallon (23) ...............................................Receptions .....................................................Sharpe (28)
Gallon (2) .......................................................... Receiving TDs .....................................................Sharpe (2)
Joplin (77.6) ............................................... Receiving Yards/Game ......................................... Sharpe (60.2)
Lynch (30) ...............................................................Tackles ...................................................... Saint-Vil (38)
Montgomery, Royster (2.0) ......................................Sacks ......................................................... Colton (1.0)
None .................................................................. Interceptions ..........Brown, Jette, Tharpe, Santos-Knox (1)
THE COACHING STAFF
• Head coach Dave Clawson is in his fifth season at the helm of the football team with a 
career record of 84-78, which includes a 26-29 mark at BGSU.
• For the fifth consecutive year the Falcons will have all three coordinators returning. 
Warren Ruggiero, Mike Elko and Adam Scheier will coach offense, defense and special 
teams.
• BGSU is the only program in the MAC that can boast having the same head coach and 
coordinators for five years running.
THE REBUILD IS COMPLETE
• Following a trip to the Humanitarian Bowl in 2009, BGSU Head Coach Dave Clawson 
knew he had an arduous rebuilding job ahead of him. The Falcons slumped to 2-10 in 
2010 but have rebounded by winning three more games than the previous season in 
each of the past two years. The Falcons are one of just four BCS teams to have made 
a three-win increase or better in each of the past two seasons and the only one of those 
teams to start 2013 at 4-1.
Team 2010 2011 2012 2013
BGSU 2-10 5-7 8-5 4-1
San Jose State 1-12 5-7 11-2 1-3
Utah State 4-8 7-6 11-2 3-2
Vanderbilt 2-10 6-7 9-4 3-2
THE CAPTAINS
• BGSU Head Coach Dave Clawson has named eight captains for the 2013 season -- 
Alex Bayer, Jairus Campbell, Dominic Flewellyn, BooBoo Gates, Ronnie Goble, Chief 
Kekuewa, Gabe Martin and Paul Swan.
• The group represents three players on the offensive side of the ball (Bayer, Flewellyn 
and Kekuewa) and five on defense (Campbell, Gates, Goble, Martin and Swan).
• Three of this year's captains were also captains a year ago -- Flewellyn, Goble and 
Swan. 
Falcon Quick Facts
School ................... Bowling Green State University
Location ......................Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Founded .........................................................1910
Enrollment ...................................................17,046
Nickname ................................................... Falcons
Colors .......................................... Orange & Brown
Affiliation ....................................... NCAA Division I
Conference .................. Mid-American, East (MAC)
Stadium .................... Doyt Perry Stadium (24,000)
Surface .....................................................FieldTurf
University President ..............Dr. Mary Ellen Mazey
Faculty Representative ................ Dr. Lee Meserve
Director of Athletics .........................Chris Kingston
Athletics Dept. Phone .................... (419) 372-2401
Athletics Website ..................... BGSUFalcons.com
BGSU Staff
Head Coach ............................ Dave Clawson (5th)
Def. Coordinator/S ..........................Mike Elko (5th)
Off. Coordinator/QB ............ Warren Ruggiero (5th)
Tight Ends/Special Teams .......Adam Scheier (5th)
Offensive Line ................................ Bill Durkin (4th)
Secondary ................................. Nick Monroe (4th)
Wide Receivers .........................Mark Carney (5th)
Running Backs/Recruiting ..........John Hunter (8th)
Defensive Line ....................... Larry McDaniel (3rd)
Linebackers ..............................Rob Neviaser (1st)
Director of Operations ..............Dennis Slutak (1st)
Ast. Dir. of Operations ................. Asil Mulbah (1st)
Strength/Conditioning ....... Brandon Hourigan (3rd)
Graduate Assistant ..................Jahmal Brown (3rd)
Graduate Assistant .............Marcus Edwards (2nd)
Graduate Assistant ..................... Alex Stadler (1st)
Graduate Assistant ............. Aaron Mershman (1st) 
Academic Coordinator ..............Mike Pechac (2nd)
Video Coordinator .................... Chris Zuccaro (5th)
Media Relations
Jason knavel
Communications Director (Football Contact)
Office: 419-372-7075
Cell: 814-464-5009
E-mail: jknavel@bgsu.edu 
Mike Cihon
Assistant Director
Office: 419-372-0474
Cell: 419-308-0691
E-mail: mjcihon@bgsu.edu
Jacob Dorow
Intern
Office: 419-372-7105
Cell: 440-213-2062
E-mail: jdorow@bgsu.edu
Scott Swegan
Student Assistant (Football Secondary)
Office; 419-372-7105
Cell: 419-575-9148
E-mail: swegans@bgsu.edu
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MAC STANDINGS
East Division MAC Overall
Bowling Green  2-0 4-1 
Ohio  0-0 3-1
Buffalo  0-0 2-2
Kent State 1-1 2-3
Miami  0-0 0-4
UMass 0-0 0-4
Akron  0-1 1-4
West Division MAC Overall
Ball State  2-0 4-1
Northern Illinois  0-0 4-0
Toledo  1-1 2-3
Eastern Michigan  0-1 1-3
Central Michigan  0-1 1-4
Western Michigan  0-1 0-5
WEEk 5 REVIEW
Saturday, Sept. 28
Illinois 50, Miami (Ohio) 14
Northern Illinois 55, Purdue 24
Bowling Green 31, Akron 14
Ball State 31, Toledo 24
NC State 48, Central Michigan 14
Buffalo 41, Connecticut 12
Kent State 32, Western Michigan 14
WEEk 6 SCHEDULE
Saturday, Oct. 5
Ball State at Virginia, 12 pm
Eastern Michigan at Buffalo, 12 pm
Central MIchigan at Miami (Ohio), 1 pm
Ohio at Akron, 2 pm
Western Michigan at Toledo, 3 pm
UMass at Bowling Green, 3:30 pm
Northern Illinois at Kent State, 3:30 pm
 
DIVING INTO 4-1 AND 2-0
• In jumping out to a 4-1 start, Bowling Green defeated a pair of teams that each won 11 
games a year ago.
• The Falcons handed Kent State its first regular season MAC loss since Nov. 25, 2011 
at Temple.
• Bowling Green is 4-1 to start the season for the first time since the 2003 team opened 
the year 7-1 and went on to finish 11-3, including a 28-24 win over Northwestern in the 
Motor City Bowl.
• At 2-0 in Mid-American Conference play, the Falcons have won their first two league 
games for the first time since 2005.
WHAT A WIN WOULD MEAN
• With a win Saturday, Bowling Green would improve to 5-1 and would keep pace with the 
2003 team that started 7-1. 
• The victory would also make the Falcons 3-0 in conference action to keep pace with the 
2005 team that started 4-0.
BREAkING THE #MACTION MOLD
• When fans hear the phrase #MACtion, most think of the offensive fireworks by Mid-
American Conference schools featured in weeknight games on national television. But 
Bowling Green has broken that mold with a stifling defense.
• The Falcons return nine starters in 2013 from a defense that ranked sixth in the country 
in total defense in 2012, allowing just 296 yards per game.
• Through the first five weeks of the 2013 season, BGSU is again dominating defensively. 
The Falcons lead the MAC in scoring defense, total defense, first downs allowed, fourth-
down conversion rate allowed and red zone defense. 
• BGSU ranks second in the country in red zone defense (allowing opponents to score 
points on just 8-of-17 possessions) and 11th in fourth-down conversion percentage 
allowed (opponents have converted only 1-of-7 attempts).
• In allowing only 28 points in their first three home games, the Falcons have allowed their 
fewest point total in three home games to start the year since 2003.
NO PICkS
• While the Falcons have the best defense in the Mid-American Conference, it is even 
more amazing that Bowling Green has shut down opponents without recording a single 
interception in 2013.
• Dating back to a Jude Adjei-Barimah interception against Kent State a year ago, the 
Falcons have gone seven straight games without an interception. Opposing quarterbacks 
have thrown 241 consecutive passes without having one picked off.
• No other team in the MAC has less than three interceptions this year, but the Falcons 
are still +2 in turnover margin on the year.
REVISITING 2012
• BGSU posted its first eight-win season since 2007.
• Bowling Green went 6-2 in Mid-American Conference play, the program's best league 
record since going 6-2 in 2009.
• The Falcons played in their 10th bowl game in program history, including the fifth in the 
past 10 years.
• The BGSU defense ranked No. 6 in the country in yards allowed per game.
AN EXPERIENCED CREW
• Bowling Green returns nine starters on defense and eight more on offense from the 
2012 team. In fact, it is the second year in a row in which the Falcons return 17 starters 
between the two units. 
• Entering 2013, BGSU's returners accounted for 182 career starts on offense and 214 on 
defense for a grand total of 396 career starts.
• Four Falcons entered 2013 with at least 30 career starts (Matt Schilz, Dominic Flewellyn, 
Alex Bayer and Cameron Truss) and three more had at least 20 (Ryland Ward, BooBoo 
Gates and Paul Swan).
HOME SWEET HOME
• Saturday's game against UMass is final game in a three-game homestand for the Fal-
cons, the first such home stretch since 2004.
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CAREER TOUCHDOWNS
Matt Schilz
Passing ........................................................ 50
Rushing ......................................................... 4
Total ............................................................. 54
Jordan Hopgood
Rushing ....................................................... 10
Passing .......................................................... 1
Total ..............................................................11
Chris Gallon
Receiving ....................................................... 8
Matt Johnson
Passing .......................................................... 6
Rushing ......................................................... 1
Total ............................................................... 7
Shaun Joplin
Receiving ....................................................... 6
William Houston
Rushing ......................................................... 6
BooBoo Gates
Interception Return ........................................ 2
Punt Return ................................................... 1
Kick Return .................................................... 2
Total ............................................................... 5
Travis Greene
Rushing ......................................................... 3
Receiving ....................................................... 1
Total ............................................................... 4
Alex Bayer
Receiving ....................................................... 4
Jamel Martin
Rushing ......................................................... 3
Andre Givens
Rushing ......................................................... 3
Ryan Burbrink
Punt Return ................................................... 1
Receiving ....................................................... 1
Total ............................................................... 2
kendall Montgomery
Receiving ....................................................... 1
Tyler Beck
Receiving ....................................................... 1
Herve Coby
Receiving ....................................................... 1
Jared Cohen
Receiving ....................................................... 1
Paul Senn
Punt Block/Return.......................................... 1
Ronnie Moore
Receiving ....................................................... 1
James knapke
Passing .......................................................... 1
• Since 1956 -- the first year with Doyt Perry 
as head coach -- BGSU has played 14 
three-game homestands and a four-game 
homestand in 1960 (going 3-1).
• The Falcons went 3-0 in six of the 14 
homestands, 2-0-1 in another, 2-1 three 
times and 1-2 in the other four.
• Including last week's win over Murray 
State, BGSU is 35-12-1 during three or 
four-game homestands since 1956.
FIRST TIME TO PAYDIRT
• In the first five games of the season, Bowl-
ing Green has scored 21 touchdowns and 
16 of them have come from players who 
had not scored prior to the start of 2013.
• While the Falcons are viewed as a 
veteran team, redshirt junior Jared Cohen, 
redshirt sophomores Chris Gallon, Ryan 
Burbrink, Travis Greene, Andre Givens  and 
Matt Johnson and true freshmen William 
Houston and Ronnie Moore have all scored 
offensive touchdowns this year.
• Burbrink and junior Paul Senn have added 
special teams touchdowns.
• In fact, except for senior Shaun Joplin's 
touchdown reception against Akron, 
every player responsible for point-scoring 
plays this year (either throwing, rushing, 
receiving, kicking or on special teams) is a 
non-senior.
MAC LEADERS
• BGSU leads the Mid-American Confer-
ence in nine different team statistical cat-
egories.
• Defensively, the Falcons lead the league in 
scoring defense, total defense, first downs 
allowed, red zone defense (third nationally) 
and opponent's fourth down conversion 
percentage.
• Along with leading the conference in first-
downs allowed, the Falcons also lead the 
MAC in first downs offensively, ranking 
fourth in the country
• BGSU ranks first in the MAC and second 
in the country in time of possession.
• The Falcons also lead the league in punt 
return average and third down conversion 
percentage.
THE SIGNAL CALLER
• Redshirt sophomore Matt Johnson was 
inserted into the season-opener against 
Tulsa at quarterback to start the Falcons' 
third possession of the game and guided 
the Falcons to the 34-7 victory.
• Johnson then got the first start of his 
career against Kent State, going 19-for-25 
for 357 yards and two touchdown passes, 
earning MAC East Offensive Player of the 
Week honors and was one of eight Manning 
Award Stars of the Week.
• In the third quarter against Kent State, 
Johnson found Ryan Burbrink for a 92-
yard touchdown, the third-longest pass 
completion in BGSU history.
• In the win over Murray State, Johnson 
was 19-of-22 passing. His .864 completion 
percentage was the fifth-best single-game 
percentage in BGSU history. He again 
earned MAC East Offensive Player of the 
Week honors.
• After struggling in the first half a week 
ago against Akron, Johnson completed all 
11 of his second-half pass attempts.
THE SCHILZ FACTOR
• BGSU has one of the most experienced 
back-up quarterbacks in the country in 
Matt Schilz.
• Schilz has 36 career starts and ranks 
third in program history in completions 
and passing yards. He is also fifth with 50 
career passing touchdowns.
HOUSTON, THEY'VE GOT A PROBLEM
• Walk-on freshman William Houston 
made a splash in his first collegiate game, 
scoring three times from just a yard out 
against Tulsa.
• The team's short-yardage back, Houston 
(who weighs 262 pounds) carried the ball 
10 times against Tulsa, gaining positive 
yardage on nine of those carries.
• For his efforts, Houston was named 
MAC Offensive Player of the Week.
• Houston added touchdowns against 
Kent State, Murray State and Akron and 
he leads the MAC in touchdowns scored.
WE WANT MOORE
• True freshman Ronnie Moore found the 
endzone for the first time in his career, 
catching a 17-yard pass from James 
Knapke late in the 48-7 win over Murray 
State.
• That came after Moore made a quick im-
pact on the offense in the season opener 
with 42 yards rushing and an 18-yard pass 
reception against Tulsa.
• Moore had two of the team's four 
"explosive" plays (plays of 20+ yards) 
against Tulsa with a 37-yard run on the 
Falcons' first touchdown-scoring drive and 
a 29-yard kick return.
• He added a third explosive play with a 
29-yard kick return against Kent State.
• Moore got his first career start at Indiana, 
catching one pass for five yards and 
rushing twice for 15 yards. He also picked 
up the start against Murray State.
TATE IS GREAT
• With kicks of 30 and 41 yards at Kent 
State, Tyler Tate made two field goals in a 
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CAREER STARTS
Offensive Starts  .......... Career  ........ Consecutive
Dominic Flewellyn ............... 38 ......................... 38
Matt Schilz .......................... 36 ........................... 0
Alex Bayer .......................... 35 ......................... 30
Alex Huettel ........................ 18 ......................... 18
Chief Kekuewa ................... 18 ......................... 18 
Tyler Beck ........................... 18 ........................... 0
Shaun Joplin ....................... 17 ......................... 14
Chris Gallon ........................ 14 ........................... 2
Ryan Burbrink ....................... 9 ........................... 1
Jordan Hopgood ................... 7 ........................... 0
Kendall Montgomery ............. 6 ........................... 0
Jacob Bennett ....................... 5 ........................... 5
Logan Dietz .......................... 5 ........................... 5
Matt Johnson ........................ 4 ........................... 4
Travis Greene ....................... 4 ........................... 1
Ronnie Moore ....................... 2 ........................... 0
Jamel Martin ......................... 1 ........................... 0
Defensive Starts .......... Career  ........ Consecutive
Cameron Truss ................... 35 ......................... 25
Ryland Ward ....................... 30 ......................... 30
BooBoo Gates .................... 30 ........................... 7
Paul Swan .......................... 28 ........................... 2
Ted Ouellet ......................... 20 ........................... 0
Darrell Hunter ..................... 19 ........................... 0
Aaron Foster ....................... 17 ........................... 5
Gabe Martin ........................ 16 ........................... 1
Charlie Walker .................... 16 ........................... 0
Bryan Thomas .................... 15 ......................... 15
Jairus Campbell .................. 13 ........................... 2
Ronnie Goble ...................... 12 ........................... 2
D.J. Lynch ............................. 9 ........................... 5
Zach Colvin ........................... 5 ........................... 1
Jude Adjei-Barimah .............. 2 ........................... 0
Justin Ford ............................ 1 ........................... 0
Brian Sutton .......................... 1 ........................... 0
PRONUNCIATION GUIDE
#3 James Knapke ............................. kuh-NAP-kee
#9 Isaiah Gourdine ................................ gor-DEEN
#10 Herve Coby ........................................ her-VAY
#14 Jude Adjei-Barimah .......... I-jay buh-REE-muh
#14 Marcus Levy ......................................LEE-vee
#19 Teo Redding ........................................ TEE-O
#48 Greg Hohenstein ...................... HO-en-STINE
#50 Izaah Lunsford ...................................I-ZAY-uh
#55 Alex Huettel ......................................HUDDLE
#63 Gus Schwieterman .................. shvee-tur-man
#65 Chief Kekuewa ......................KAY-koo-ay-vuh
#74 Christian Piazza ........................... PEE-ozz-uh
#82 Alex Bayer .............................................BEAR
#83 Jared Cohen .................................... COE-ehn
#90 Jairus Campbell ................................... jair-US
#93 Ted Ouellet ...........................................OO-let
#95 Jake Nachtrab ............................ KNOCK-trob
#95 Brian Schmiedebusch ...........schmid-UH-bush
game for the third consecutive contest.
• Tate had made six consecutive field goal attempts before missing from 47 yards out 
against Indiana. He did, however, make a career-long 45-yarder later in the game.
• Against Akron, Tate made his only field goal attempt, a 29-yarder, and was 4-for-4 on 
extra points.
THE RED ZONE
• In its four wins, Bowling Green has been 22-of-23 scoring on trips in the red zone, only 
coming up short when the Falcons kneeled down on the final possession of the Akron 
game. In the loss to Indiana, however, the Falcons were 0-for-3 inside the 20.
• Defensively, Bowling Green has climbed to second in the country, allowing just eight 
scores in 17 red zone trips. Of the nine stops, four have come by virtue of missed field 
goals, three by recovered fumbles and two by fourth-down stops.
SPECIAL TEAMS DOMINANCE
• BGSU's special teams have provided key sparks in the early going this year.
• BGSU kicker Tyler Tate is 6-for-8 on field goal attempts and 20-of-21 on extra points.
• Ryan Burbrink had a 67-yard punt return for a touchdown against Tulsa.
• Cameron Truss stuffed a fake punt on fourth-and-1 against Tulsa.
• BGSU recovered a muffed punt in the fourth quarter against Tulsa.
• Brian Schmiedebusch has landed six of his 18 punts inside the 20-yard line, including 
having one downed at the two-yard line in a critical situation against Akron in the first 
half.
• Paul Senn blocked a punt against Indiana and returned the ball for a 56-yard touchdown, 
earning the No. 1 play on SportsCenter's Top 10 for Saturday, Sept. 14.
LOOk WHO’S TALkING
For years Bowling Green was known as a team that could light up the scoreboard 
offensively and Dave Clawson was known as an offensive guru. But Clawson's team 
became one of the most stout defensive units in the country in 2012 and carried that 
into 2013, currently leading the MAC in scoring defense and total defense while ranking 
second in rush defense.
Year  ........................Total Defense ............. National Rank
2009 ...................................... 398.2 ................................. 87
2010 ...................................... 432.0 ............................... 102
2011  ...................................... 406.0 ................................. 79
2012 ...................................... 296.6 ................................... 6
2013....................................... 356.8 ................................. 41
Year  ....................... Rush Defense ............. National Rank
2009 ...................................... 194.2 ............................... 103
2010 ...................................... 207.8 ................................112
2011  ...................................... 203.4 ............................... 104
2012 ...................................... 106.5 ................................. 12
2013....................................... 143.6 ................................. 49
Year  ...................Scoring Defense ............. National Rank
2009 ........................................ 27.5 ................................. 76
2010 ........................................ 33.6 ............................... 100
2011  ........................................ 28.8 ................................. 77
2012......................................... 16.8 ................................. 10
2013......................................... 18.4 ................................. 31
SENN-MASTER
• In a two-game stretch against Indiana and Murray State, Paul Senn became a big-play 
threat on defense and special teams for the Falcons.
• Senn had a blocked punt return for a touchdown (a play that ranked No. 1 on ESPN 
SportsCenter's Top 10) and a fumble recovery on special teams against Indiana.
• He followed up that performance by stripping Murray State's Maikhai Miller at the two-
yard line and the Falcons recovered the fumble. Bowling Green would go 99 yards for a 
touchdown and a 13-0 lead following the forced fumble.
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2013 HONORS AND AWARDS
Alex Bayer
Phil Steele Preseason MAC First Team
Mackey Award Preseason Watch List
CFPA Tight End Watch List
Ryan Burbrink
Phil Steele Preseason MAC Fourth Team
MAC East Special Teams Player of the Week (9/2)
CFPA National Punt Returner of the Week (9/2)
Dominic Flewellyn
Phil Steele Preseason MAC First Team
Lombardi Award Preseason Watch List
Chris Gallon
Phil Steele Preseason MAC Fourth Team
BooBoo Gates
Phil Steele Preseason MAC First Team
Hornung Award Preseason Watch List
CFPA Punt Returner Watch List
Travis Greene
MAC East Offensive Player of the Week (9/30)
William Houston
MAC East Offensive Player of the Week (9/2)
Matt Johnson
MAC East Offensive Player of the Week (9/9, 9/23)
Manning Award Star of the Week (9/9)
Shaun Joplin
Phil Steele Preseason MAC Fourth Team
David kekuewa
Rimington Award Preseason Watch List
Phil Steele Preseason MAC Third Team
DJ Lynch
Phil Steele Preseason MAC Fourth Team
Gabe Martin
Phil Steele Preseason MAC First Team
Lombardi Award Preseason Watch List
Ted Ouellet
Phil Steele Preseason MAC Second Team
Brian Schmiedebusch
Phil Steele Preseason MAC Third Team
CFPA Punter Watch List
Paul Senn
MAC East Special Teams Player of the Week (9/16)
Paul Swan
Phil Steele Preseason MAC Second Team
Bryan Thomas
Phil Steele Preseason MAC Fourth Team
Cameron Truss
Phil Steele Preseason MAC Second Team
Charlie Walker
Phil Steele Preseason MAC Third Team
Ryland Ward
Phil Steele Preseason MAC Fourth Team
FIRST TIME STARTERS
• Three Falcons earned their first career starts against Tulsa -- all on the offensive side of 
the ball. Offensive tackles Logan Dietz and Jacob Bennett, along with running back Travis 
Greene, had their names in the starting lineup for the first time.
• Quarterback Matt Johnson picked up his first career start in the win over Kent State.
• Ronnie Moore and Brian Sutton picked up their first career starts at Indiana.
• Justin Ford posted his first career start against Murray State.
GETTING THEIR CAREERS STARTED
• In the season opener, 16 Falcons stepped on the field wearing the Bowling Green uni-
form for the first time in their collegiate careers.
• Four true freshmen saw action including Fred Coppet, Isaiah Gourdine, William Houston 
and Ronnie Moore.
• Nine of the first timers were redshirt freshmen in JJ Beggan, Jacob Bennett, Terrance 
Bush, Scott Davis, Logan Dietz, Greg Hohenstein, James Knapke, Izaah Lunsford and 
Ben Steward.
• Others who saw action for the first time were redshirt junior Jared Cohen (junior college 
transfer), redshirt sophomore Diontre Delk and junior Paul Senn (junior college transfer).
• Alphonso Mack and Jahlil-Nashid Croley both saw their first collegiate action in the win 
over Murray State.
ALL-MAC RETURNERS
• BGSU returns seven players who were named All-MAC a year ago. Gabe Martin and 
BooBoo Gates were first team all-league honorees, while punter Brian Schmiedebusch 
made the second team. Alex Bayer, Dominic Flewellyn, Ted Ouellet and Cameron Truss 
were named to the third team.
• In all, the Falcons had 10 All-MAC players a year ago, the most for the team since 2004.
THE CHIEF OF THE O-LINE
• David "Chief" Kekuewa spent two years at Arizona Western Junior College before 
coming to Bowling Green just prior to the 2012 season. Kekuewa has started every game 
over the past two seasons at center.
• Chief's last name comes from Keli'ikuewa (which is also his middle name) and means 
the wandering chief. In old Hawaii, Kekuewa's family were chiefs of Honaunau, the city of 
refuge, on the island of Hawaii. Once foreigners went to the islands and especially after 
the Great Mahele chiefs in the Hawaiian Kingdom lost land and power, his family became 
wanderers, hence the wandering chiefs.
RUNNING FOR THE WINS
Over the past two years, Bowling Green has been at its best when pulverizing the 
opposition in the running game, a fact that was in direct contrast to Dave Clawson's first 
three seasons at BGSU. From 2009-11, the Falcons rushed for 200 yards in a game just 
one time. But the Falcons have now reached that total seven times in the past two years 
(including three times in 2013). Below are all the 200-yard rushing games (and a 197-
yard effort) in the past two seasons, all BGSU wins.
Team  .......................... Att.  ...............Yds. ..............Year
at Akron ....................... 44 ..................292 ................2012
vs. Murray State .......... 42 ..................282 ................2013
vs. Miami ..................... 44 ..................251 ................2012
vs. Tulsa ...................... 53 ..................233 ................2013
vs. EMU ....................... 41 ..................225 ................2012
at Kent State ................ 46 ..................219 ................2013
vs. Rhode Island .......... 39 ..................206 ................2012
at Ohio ......................... 36 ..................197 ................2012
CLASSY
A year ago, 67 percent of Bowling Green's roster consisted of freshmen or sophomores. 
This year, that number has dropped slightly to 63 percent. The Falcons have 47 freshmen 
or redshirt freshmen on the roster this year, which is actually three more than a year ago.
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Class ...................................Total (Pct.)
Seniors .................................16 (15.4%)
Juniors ..................................22 (21.2%)
Sophomores .........................19 (18.3%)
Freshmen .............................47 (45.2%)
STOPPING THE RUN
Prior to the week two win over Kent State, the Falcons had held their opponent under 100 
yards rushing in every win over the past two seasons. Kent State, though, rushed for 138 
yards and Murray State posted 166 in Bowling Green's 48-7 win.
Rushing Yards Allowed In Wins (2012-13)
Team  .......................... Att.  ...............Yds. ..............Year
vs. Miami ..................... 20 ..................3 ....................2012
vs. Idaho ...................... 20 ..................6 ....................2012
vs. Buffalo .................... 29 ..................29 ..................2012
vs. Tulsa ...................... 24 ..................51 ..................2013
vs. EMU ....................... 27 ..................64 ..................2012
at UMass ..................... 26 ..................85 ..................2012
at Akron ....................... 26 ..................88 ..................2012
vs. Rhode Island .......... 32 ..................96 ..................2012
vs. Akron ...................... 25 ..................97 ..................2013
at Ohio ......................... 44 ..................99 ..................2012
at Kent State ................ 28 ..................138 ................2013
vs. Murray State .......... 32 ..................166 ................2013
THE GREENE LIGHT
• Redshirt sophomore Travis Greene was named the starting running back for 2013, 
filling a hole left with the departure of former high school teammate Anthon Samuel.
• Greene converted from wide receiver to running back during the spring and continued to 
climb the depth chart until finally being moved to the top of the two-deep after the team's 
second fall scrimmage.
• Making his ascendence even more surprising is the fact that the Falcons have a tal-
ented and deep pool of backs that include senior Jordan Hopgood, junior Jamel Martin, 
sophomore Andre Givens and a pair of explosive freshmen in Fred Coppet and Marcus 
Levy.
• Greene carried the ball 22 times for 88 yards in the season opener and then followed 
that up with 24 carries for 145 yards against Kent State.
• He posted his second 100-yard rushing game with 133 yards on 17 carries against Mur-
ray State, an average of 7.8 per rush, and then went back-to-back with 24 carries for 142 
yards against Akron.
• Greene ranks second in the MAC and 20th in the country with 110.2 yards rushing per 
game.
HOME SWEET HOME
As expected, Bowling Green football draws far more student-athletes from Ohio (44) than 
from any other state. But after the Buckeye State, the Falcons have pulled 15 players 
each from the states of Michigan and Florida. Seven players on the roster hail from Illinois, 
the same number that come from Indiana. Pennsylvania is the hometown of six Falcons 
and four players have traveled across the country from California. Hawaii, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin and Ontario are each represented by 
one Falcon. 
PLAYERS OF THE WEEk
• BGSU earned six Mid-American Conference East Division Player of the Week honors 
over the first five weeks of the season.
• Travis Greene was named MAC East Offensive Player of the Week after rushing for 
142 yards and adding 71 more yards receiving in a 31-14 win over Akron. Greene also 
had a rushing touchdown and a receiving score.
• Matt Johnson earned his second MAC East Offensive Player of the Week honor after 
going 19-of-22 for 244 yards and two touchdowns, while rushing for another, in a 48-7 
win over Murray State.
• Paul Senn earned MAC East Special Teams Player of the Week after blocking a 
STATISTICAL RANkINGS
BGSU IN THE MAC
(Rankings are out of 13 MAC teams and 123 
NCAA FBS teams) 
Team Stats ..................................................... Rank
Scoring Offense ................................32.8, 3rd (54)
Scoring Defense ...............18.4, 1st (31)
Total Offense ................................. 487.4, 2nd (28)
Total Defense ..................356.8, 1st (41)
Rushing Offense ............................ 207.4, 2nd (42)
Rushing Defense ........................... 143.6, 2nd (49)
Passing Offense ............................ 280.0, 2nd (34)
Passing Defense ............................213.2, 3rd (50)
Passing Efficiency ......................... 149.8, 2nd (34)
Passing Def. Efficiency ...................124.9, 3rd (63)
Kickoff Returns ............................... 19.6, 10th (90)
Punt Return Avg. ..............17.9, 1st (12)
Interceptions ............................................ 0.0, 13th
Net Punting ....................................... 35.1, 7th (91)
Kickoff Coverage .............................. 41.2, 8th (56)
Field Goal Pct. ......................................... .750, 5th 
PAT Pct. ................................................ .952, t10th 
Sacks By .......................................... 1.80, t7th (65)
Sacks Against ................................. 2.40, 11th (95)
First Downs .........................25.4, 1st (4)
Opponent First Downs .....17.6, 1st (71)
3rd Down Pct. ....................49.3, 1st (27)
Opp. 3rd Down Pct. .......................... 42.9, 6th (92)
4th Down Pct. .................................. 42.9, t6th (74)
Opp. 4th Down Pct. ...........14.3, 1st (11)
Penalty Yards ................................... 56.0, 9th (80)
Opp. Penalty Yards ................................ 29.4, 13th
Time of Possession ......... 36:26, 1st (2)
Turnover Margin ............................+0.40, t6th (49)
Red Zone Offense ............................ .846, 4th (56)
Red Zone Defense ...............471, 1st (2)
(Listings for players ranked in the top 10 in the 
MAC and top 100 in FBS football) 
Individual Stats .............................................. Rank
Rushing ........................... Greene, 110.2, 2nd (20)
Passing .......................... Johnson, 245.8, 2nd (39)
Pass Efficiency .............. Johnson, 151.5, 2nd (38)
Receiving Yards .....................Joplin, 77.6, 6th (55)
Total Offense .................. Johnson, 265.6, 3rd (41)
Scoring ...................................... Tate, 7.6, 4th (89)
.................................................... Houston, 7.2, 5th
Scoring (TDs) ............ Houston, 7.2, 1st 
.................................................... Greene, 4.8, t6th
Scoring (Kick) ....................................Tate, 7.6, 4th
All-Purpose Yards ............. Greene, 133.6, 4th (41)
Punting ............... Schmiedebusch, 39.7, 10th (72)
Field Goals .............................. Tate, 1.20, 4th (43)
PAT Pct. ..........................................Tate, .952, t6th
Passes Defended ...................... Foster, 0.80, 10th
Fumbles Forced ................... Gates, 0.40, t4th (41)
(NCAA rankings shown in parentheses)
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punt and returning it for a touchdown against Indiana. He also 
recovered a fumble on a kick-off after the Falcons took a 10-7 
lead in the second quarter.
• Matt Johnson was named MAC East Offensive Player of the 
Week after going 19-of-25 for 357 yards and two touchdowns 
in the 41-22 win over Kent State. He was also named one of 
eight Manning Award "Stars of the Week".
• William Houston was named MAC East Offensive Player of 
the Week after scoring three touchdowns in his first collegiate 
game against Tulsa.
• Ryan Burbrink was named MAC East Special Teams Player 
of the Week after a 67-yard punt return for a touchdown 
against Tulsa.
• Burbrink was also named College Football Performance 
Awards National Punt Returner of the Week.
ALL ALONE
Senior BooBoo Gates has two kick returns for touchdowns, one 
punt return for a score and has two interception returns for TD 
in his career, becoming the first Falcon in school history to own 
touchdown returns via kick, punt and interception returns.
VERY SPECIAL TEAMS
Since head coach Dave Clawson arrived at Bowling Green, he 
and assistant coach Adam Scheier have found a way to get the 
most out of the BGSU special teams. In five years, Scheier’s 
special teams have:
• three kick returns for touchdowns.
• four punt returns for scores.
• blocked 15 kicks.
• returned a blocked punt for a touchdown.
• converted on two fake punts.
• produced two All-MAC returners (BooBoo Gates and Eugene 
Cooper).
• produced two All-MAC punters (Brian Wright and Brian 
Schmiedebusch twice).
HEY BOOBOO
Senior BooBoo Gates was named to the Paul Hornung 
Preseason Watch List, an award given annually to the most 
versatile player in the country. Gates was named first team 
All-MAC as a safety a year ago and is also a dangerous kick 
returner, producing an 80-yard punt return for a touchdown 
against Rhode Island in 2012.
HAIL TO THE CHIEF
David "Chief" Kekuewa was named to the Rimington Fall Watch 
List, an award given annually to the top center in college football. 
Kekuewa started all 13 games at center a year ago and was part 
of a unit that helped produce more than 150 rushing yards per 
game.
BAYER FOR MACkEY AWARD
Senior tight end Alex Bayer was named to the John Mackey 
Award Preseason Watch List, an award given annually to the 
most outstanding tight end in college football. Bayer was a third-
team All-MAC selection a year ago after catching 36 passes for 
410 yards and three touchdowns.
TWO NAMED TO LOMBARDI WATCH LIST
Dominic Flewellyn and Gabe Martin were each selected to the 
Rotary Lombardi Award Watch List, an award given annually 
to the best down lineman in the country, either on offense or 
defense. Flewellyn was a third-team All-MAC performer on 
Bowling Green's offensive line in 2012, while Martin earned first-
team All-MAC honors as a linebacker.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
Almost every preseason poll in the country has picked the BGSU 
football team to finish first or second in the MAC East, splitting 
most of the votes with Ohio. The Falcons were picked first by 
Athlon, The Sporting News and Phil Steele. The MAC media 
and USA Today picked Bowling Green to finish second in their 
respective preseason polls.
SWEET SEVENTEEN
One of the most respected college football writers in the country, 
Phil Steele, picked 17 Falcons among his preseason All-MAC 
teams, the most of any team in the conference. The Falcons 
had four representatives on the first team, three second-team 
members, four players on the third team and six more Falcons 
were named fourth-team preseason All-MAC. Toledo had the 
second-most picks in the conference with 14.
ON THE TUBE
BGSU has had six games selected to be televised on the ESPN 
Family of Networks. Games against Tulsa and Indiana were 
televised on ESPNU and the Kent State game was aired on 
ESPN Regional. The Murray State and Akron games were slated 
for ESPN3, while the Nov. 5 contest at Miami is an ESPN2/
ESPNU telecast. Games Nov. 12 vs. Ohio (ESPNU/ESPN3) and 
Nov. 29 at Buffalo (ESPNU/ESPN3) will also be televised. Any 
home game that is not selected for ESPN coverage can be seen 
locally on BCSN and webstreamed live on BGSUFalcons.com.
You Are What You Wear
Since 2012, Bowling Green has used orange or white pants, jersey and helmet. Listed below is BGSU's record in each uniform 
combination and what games the Falcons wore each combination.
RECORD HELMET JERSEY PANTS  GAMES WORN
2-0  Orange  Orange  Orange  2012—Buffalo; 2013—Tulsa 
3-1  Orange  Orange  White  2012—Idaho, Virginia Tech, Miami; 2013—Murray State
1-0  Orange  White  Orange  2012—Akron    
0-0  Orange  White  White  
1-1  White  Orange  Orange  2012—SJSU; 2013—Akron 
2-1  White  Orange  White  2012—Rhode Island, Kent State, E. Michigan
1-1  White  White  Orange  2012—UMass; 2013—Indiana 
2-2  White  White  White  2012—Florida, Toledo, Ohio; 2013—Kent State
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BGSU'S RECORD WHEN...
Overall Record ................................. 4-1
MAC Record ..................................... 2-0
Non Conference ............................... 2-1
Home ................................................ 3-0
Road ................................................. 1-1
Neutral .............................................. 0-0
Current Streak ............................. Won 2
Day ................................................... 3-1
Night ................................................. 1-0
TV Game .......................................... 2-1
August .............................................. 1-0
September ........................................ 3-1
October ............................................. 0-0
November ......................................... 0-0
vs. top 25 Teams .............................. 0-0
vs. Non ranked teams....................... 4-1
On Turf.............................................. 4-1
Scoring first....................................... 3-0
Leading after first quarter ................. 2-0
Behind after first quarter ................... 2-0 
Tied after first quarter ....................... 0-1
Leading after second quarter............ 3-0
Behind after second quarter ............. 1-1
Tied after second quarter ................. 0-0
Leading after third quarter ................ 4-0
Behind after third quarter .................. 0-1
Tied after third quarter ...................... 0-0
Overtime ........................................... 0-0
Scoring less than 20 points .............. 0-1
Scoring 20-29 points......................... 0-0
Scoring 30+ points ............................ 4-0
Allowing less than 20 points ............. 3-0
Allowing 20-29 points ....................... 1-0
Allowing 30+ points .......................... 0-1
Outgain opponent ............................. 4-0
Opponent outgains BGSU ................ 0-1
Win turnover margin ......................... 2-0
Lose turnover margin........................ 0-0
Tie in turnovers ................................. 3-1
Game decided between 1-10 points . 0-0
Game decided by 11-20 points ......... 2-0
Game decided by 20+ points ............ 2-1
BGSU Participation Chart
 Career 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 Consecutive Consecutive
 G-GS G-GS G-GS G-GS G-GS G-GS Games Starts
Adjei-Barimah 30-2 5-1 13-0 12-1 RS -- 30 0
Baird 16-0 5-0 11-0 RS -- -- 10 0
Bartman 0-0 0-0 RS -- -- -- 0 0
Bayer 42-35 5-5 13-13 12-12 11-5 RS 42 30
Beck 41-18 5-1 13-7 12-9 11-1 -- 35 0 
Beggan 5-0 5-0 RS -- -- -- 5 0
Bennett 5-5 5-5 RS -- -- -- 5 5
Brown 12-0 5-0 7-0 -- -- -- 6 0
Burbrink 17-9 5-3 12-6 RS -- -- 13 1
Bush 2-0 2-0 RS -- -- -- 0 0
Cairo 3-0 2-0 1-0 RS -- -- 2 0
Campbell 32-13 5-4 3-3 12-6 12-0 RS 5 2
Coby 9-0 5-0 4-0 RS -- -- 5 0
Cohen 5-0 5-0 RS JuCo* JuCo* -- 5 0 
Collins 0-0 0-0 RS -- -- -- 0 0
Colvin 28-5 5-2 13-3 10-0 -- -- 27 1
Coppet 3-0 3-0 -- -- -- -- 0 0
Croley 2-0 2-0 RS -- -- -- 2 0
Davis 4-0 4-0 RS -- -- -- 1 0
Delaney 6-0 3-0 3-0 0-0 RS -- 0 0
Delk 1-0 1-0 0-0 RS -- -- 0 0
Dietz 5-5 5-5 RS -- -- -- 5 5 
Farinella 17-0 5-0 12-0 -- -- -- 7 0
Flewellyn 41-38 5-5 13-13 12-12 11-8 -- 41 38
Ford 15-1 5-1 8-0 2-0 RS -- 6 0
Foster 42-17 5-5 13-0 12-9 12-3 -- 42 5
Fry 5-0 1-0 2-0 2-0 RS -- 1 0
Gallon 18-14 5-4 13-10 RS -- -- 18 2
Gates 41-30 5-5 12-12 12-12 12-1 -- 7 7
Givens 10-0 4-0 6-0 RS -- -- 4 0
Goble 30-12 5-3 12-0 12-9 1-0 RS 16 2
Gourdine 4-0 4-0 -- -- -- -- 0 0
Greene 10-4 5-4 5-0 RS -- -- 5 1
Hager 13-0 5-0 6-0 2-0 RS -- 7 0
Hohenstein 5-0 5-0 RS -- -- -- 5 0
Hopgood 35-7 4-1 10-0 9-5 12-1 -- 3 0
Hosley 2-0 0-0 2-0 -- -- -- 0 0
Houston 5-0 5-0 -- -- -- -- 5 0
Huettel 18-18 5-5 13-13 RS -- -- 18 18
D. Hunter 22-19 0-0 12-12 10-7 -- -- 0 0
Jackson  11-0 5-0 1-0 5-0 RS -- 5 0
Johnson 13-4 5-4 8-0 RS -- -- 5 4
Joplin 32-17 5-5 13-12 12-0 2-0 RS 30 14
Karchner 0-0 0-0 RS -- -- -- 0 0
Kekuewa 18-18 5-5 13-13 JuCo* JuCo* -- 18 18
Knapke 3-0 3-0 RS -- -- -- 2 0
Love 2-0 0-0 2-0 0-0 RS -- 0 0
Lunsford 3-0 3-0 RS -- -- -- 0 0
Lynch 30-9 5-5 13-1 12-3 RS -- 30 5
Mack 2-0 2-0 RS -- -- -- 2 0
G. Martin 28-16 4-4 13-12 11-0 RS -- 1 1
J. Martin 17-1 0-0 7-0 10-1 RS -- 0 0
Minns 8-0 5-0 3-0 -- -- -- 5 0
Montgomery 27-6 5-0 11-2 11-4 RS -- 9 0
Moore 5-2 5-2 -- -- -- -- 5 0
Osborne 17-0 5-0 12-0 RS -- -- 7 0
Ouellet 29-20 4-4 13-10 9-6 3-0 RS 0 0
Pettus 13-1 2-0 11-1 JuCo* JuCo* -- 0 0
Piazza 7-0 5-0 2-0 RS -- -- 5 0
Pohlman 25-0 5-0 12-0 8-0 -- -- 5 0
Rolf 13-0 5-0 3-0 5-0 RS -- 5 0
Royster 14-0 5-0 9-0 RS -- -- 8 0
Sanford 0-0 0-0 RS -- -- -- 0 0
Schilz 39-37 4-1 13-13 12-12 10-10 RS 0 0
Schmiedebusch 30-0 5-0 13-0 12-0 UF* -- 30 0
Senn 5-0 5-0 RCC* RCC* -- -- 5 0
Steward 5-0 5-0 RS -- -- -- 5 0
Sutton 29-1 5-1 13-0 11-0 -- -- 29 0
Swan 42-28 5-4 13-13 12-11 12-0 RS 42 2
Tate 14-0 5-0 9-0 RS -- -- 11 0
Thomas 21-15 5-5 13-10 3-0 RS -- 18 15
Truss 40-35 5-5 13-13 10-10 9-7 RS 25 25
Walker 28-16 3-1 13-13 12-2 RS -- 2 0
Ward 30-30 5-5 13-13 12-12 RS -- 30 30
Watson 15-0 5-0 10-0 -- -- -- 8 0
* - Played elsewhere
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BGSU TWO-DEEP
AS OF 9/29/13 
LT	 67	 Jacob	Bennett	 6-4	•	316	•	RFr.	 Lebanon,	Ohio	(Lebanon)
	 74	 Christian	Piazza				 6-7	•	296	•	RSo.	 Ann	Arbor,	Mich.	(Huron)
 
LG	 52	 Dominic	Flewellyn		 6-3	•	278	•	Sr.	Maple	Heights,	Ohio	(Maple	Heights)
	 62	 Spencer	Cairo	 6-2	•	302	•	RSo.	 Rochester,	Mich.	(Rochester	Adams)
 
C	 65	 David	Kekuewa	 6-2	•	311	•	Sr.	 Keaau,	Hawaii	(Kamehameha)	(Arizona	W.)
	 77	 J.J.	Beggan	 6-2	•	285	•	RFr.	 Pittsburgh,	Pa.	(Seton	LaSalle)
RG	 55	 Alex	Huettel			 6-3	•	292	•	RSo.	 Pickerington,	Ohio	(Pickerington	North)
	 72	 Ben	Steward	 6-5	•	289	•	RFr.	 Holt,	Mich.	(Holt)
RT	 53	 Logan	Dietz	 6-5	•	292	•	RFr.	 Pittsburgh,	Pa.	(Central	Catholic)
	 75	 Clay	Rolf	 6-6	•	285	•	RJr.	 Pemberville,	Ohio	(Eastwood)
SLOT	 17	 Ryan	Burbrink	 5-8	•	188	•	RSo.	 Shady	Side,	Mary.	(DeMatha	Catholic)
	 5	 Ronnie	Moore	 5-9	•	164	•	Fr.	 Sanford,	Fla.	(Seminole)	 	
 
X	 6	 Chris	Gallon	 6-4	•	223	•	RSo.	 Orlando,	Fla.	(Dr.	Phillips)
	 10	 Herve	Coby	 5-11	•	177	•	RSo.	 	Delray	Beach	,	Fla	(American	Heritage)
Z	 9	 Shaun	Joplin		 6-2	•	209	•	Sr.	 Sylvania,	Ohio	(Southview)
	 85	 Heath	Jackson			OR		 5-11	•	187	•	RJr.	 Ada,	Ohio	(Ada)
	 83	 Jared	Cohen	 6-1	•	189	•	RJr.	 Cypress,	Calif.	(Cypress)
QB	 11	 Matt	Johnson	 6-0	•	215	•	RSo.	 Harrisburg,	Pa.	(Bishop	McDevitt)	
	 7	 Matt	Schilz	 6-2	•	209	•	Sr.	 Arcadia,	Calif.	(Maranatha)
	 3	 James	Knapke	 6-2	•	216	•	RFr.	 Fort	Wayne,	Ind.	(Bishop	Luers)
 
TE	 82	 Alex	Bayer		 6-4	•	257	•	Sr.	 Pickerington,	Ohio	(Pickerington	North)
	 44	 Scott	Davis	 6-4	•	245	•	RFr.	 Richmond,	Va.	(Mills	E.	Godwin)	
 
TB	 13	 Travis	Greene	 5-10	•	181	•	RSo.	 Carol	City,	Fla.	(Monsignor	Edwards	Pace)
	 4	 Jordan	Hopgood	 5-11	•	220	•	Sr.	 Cincinnati,	Ohio	(Princeton)
 
FB	 89	 Tyler	Beck		 6-2	•	257	•	Sr.	 Wyomissing,	Pa.	(Wilson)
	 42	 Chris	Pohlman	 6-1	•	257	•	Jr.	 Delphos,	Ohio	(Delphos	St.	John’s)
E	 43	 Bryan	Thomas		 6-2	•	251	•	RJr.	 Washington,	Pa.	(Washington)
	 88	 Kendall	Montgomery		6-5	•	262	•	RJr.	 Miami,	Fla.	(Monsignor	Pace)
DT	 93	 Ted	Ouellet	 6-3	•	284	•	Sr.	 Sherborn,	Mass.	(Dover-Sherborn)	
	 92	 Zach	Colvin	 6-2	•	286	•	Jr.	 Shorewood,	Ill.	(Minooka)
NT	 90	 Jairus	Campbell		 6-5	•	296	•	Sr.	 Pickerington,	Ohio	(Pickerington	North)
	 54	 Mike	Minns	 5-10	•	293	•	So.	 West	Palm	Beach,	Fla.	(Dwyer)
E	 46	 Charlie	Walker			OR		 6-2	•	245	•	RJr.	 Sterling	Heights,	Mich.	(Stevenson)
	 96	 Ronnie	Goble		 6-2	•	243	•	Sr.	 Plymouth,	Mich.	(Plymouth)
BUCK	 7	 D.J.	Lynch		 5-11	•	244	•	RJr.	 Pontiac,	Mich.	(Avondale)
	 30	 Paul	Senn	 6-1	•	217	•	Jr.	 Norco,	Calif.	(Norco)
MLB	 33	 Paul	Swan		 6-0	•	236	•	Sr.	 Nashotah,	Wisc.	(Oconomowoc)
	 28	 Coy	Brown	III	 5-11	•	221	•	So.	 Wakarusa,	Ind.	(NorthWood)
ROV	 11	 Gabe	Martin	 6-1	•	229	•	RJr.	 Grand	Blanc,	Mich.	(Grand	Blanc)
	 39	 Justin	Ford	 6-1	•	204	•	RJr.	 Grand	Rapids,	Mich.	(Kenowa	Hills)
  
CB		 23	 Aaron	Foster		 5-10	•	207	•	Sr.	Bloomfield,	Mich.	(West	Bloomfield))
	 3		 Brian	Sutton		 6-0	•	190	•	Jr.	 Fishers,	Ind.	(Fishers)
 
WHIP	 15	 Ryland	Ward		 5-10	•	199	•	RJr.	 Columbus,	Ohio	(Brookhaven)
	 14	 Jude	Adjei-Barimah	 5-10	•	204	•	RJr.	 Columbus,	Ohio	(Northland)	
STUD		 24		 BooBoo	Gates	 5-11	•	219	•	Sr.		 Middletown,	Ohio	(Middletown)
	 22	 Josh	Pettus	 5-9	•	197	•	Sr.	 Detroit,	Mich.	(Southwestern)
CB   8	 Cameron	Truss		 5-10	•	183	•	Sr.	 Warren,	Ohio	(LaBrae)
	 21	 Will	Watson	 5-11	•	175	•	So.	 Tampa,	Fla.	(Jefferson)
 
 
HOLD	 82	 Alex	Bayer		 6-4	•	257	•	Sr.	 Pickerington,	Ohio	(Pickerington	North)
	 11	 Matt	Johnson	 6-0	•	215	•	RSo.	 Harrisburg,	Pa.	(Bishop	McDevitt)	
LS	 48	 Greg	Hohenstein	 6-3	•	211	•	RFr.	 Warrenville,	Ill.	(Wheaton-Warrenville	)	
PR	 17	 Ryan	Burbrink	 5-8	•	188	•	RSo.	 Shady	Side,	Mary.	(DeMatha	Catholic)
	 5	 Ronnie	Moore	 5-9	•	164	•	Fr.	 Sanford,	Fla.	(Seminole)
KR	 24	 BooBoo	Gates	 5-11	•	219	•	Sr.	 Middletown,	Ohio	(Middletown)
 
P	 95	 Brian	Schmiedebusch		6-3	•	226	•	Sr.	 Ottawa,	Ohio	(Ottawa-Glandorf)
 
K	 98	 Tyler	Tate	 5-11	•	173	•	RSo.	 Carroll,	Ohio	(Bloom-Carroll)
KO	 97	 Anthony	Farinella	 6-3	•	195	•	So.	 Woodridge,	Ill.	(Downers	Grove)
Offense
specialist
Defense
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HEAD COACH DAVE CLAWSON
CLAWSON FILE
Hometown
...........................Youngstown, N.Y
Birthdate
................................Aug. 16, 1967
Wife
.......................................Catherine
Children
................................Courtney, Eric
Career Head Coaching Record
.............................................84-78
Record at BGSU
....................... 26-29 (19-16 MAC)
CLAWSON COACHING 
CHRONOLOGY
1989.........................................Albany  
Quarterbacks/Runningbacks
1990.........................................Albany 
Secondary
1991.........................................Buffalo 
Secondary
1992.........................................Buffalo 
Quarterbacks/Runningbacks
1993......................................... Lehigh 
Runningbacks
1994-95 ................................... Lehigh 
Offensive Coordinator
1996-98 ............................... Villanova 
Offensive Coordinator
1999-2003 ............................Fordham 
Head Coach
2004-07 ..............................Richmond 
Head Coach
2008...................................Tennessee 
Offensive Coordinator
2009-PR ..................... Bowling Green 
Head Coach
Dave Clawson 
became the 17th 
head football coach 
at Bowling Green 
State University 
on Dec. 12, 2008 
and enters his fifth 
year at the helm of 
the Falcon Football 
program.
Clawson enters 
his 25th year of 
coaching, including 
14 years as a Divi-
sion I head coach, 
most recently at Richmond (2004-07) and Fordham 
(1999-2003), where he combined for a 58-49 record. 
In 2007 he led the Richmond Spiders to the NCAA Football Championship Subdivision semifinals.
Clawson twice has been named national Division I-AA Coach of the Year, winning once at Fordham and once at Rich-
mond, and was named his league’s coach of the year four times in a seven-year span. In 2005 and 2007, the Richmond 
Touchdown Club selected him College Coach of the Year, and he was an Eddie Robinson Coach of the Year Award 
Finalist in 2002 and 2005.
In his first year at BGSU he led the Falcons to a 7-6 record and an appearance in the Humanitarian Bowl. He helped 
direct an offense that featured Biletnikoff Award finalist Freddie Barnes to a nation’s best 155 receptions (NCAA record), 
while also earning first-team All-MAC honors. Clawson continued that trend in 2010, helping Kamar Jordan lead the 
conference with 96 catches, also earning first-team All-MAC accolades. The 251 receptions by Barnes and Jorden were 
the most in the country by different receivers in those two years.
Clawson could best be described as a program builder, including his stint at BGSU. After the bowl appearance in 2009, 
he built BGSU up from a 2-10 season in 2010, to 5-7 in 2011, to 8-5 in 2012, which includes the Falcons’ second bowl 
trip in four years. This is not the first time Clawsons has done this.
Prior to BGSU, his two head coaching jobs resurrected first Fordham, boosting a Rams program coming off 12 straight 
losing seasons into NCAA playoff participants, and then Richmond, which twice advanced to the postseason. Before 
that, Clawson called the offensive plays for another pair of Division I-AA powerhouses in Lehigh and Villanova.
Quarterback development and pro production have been Clawson staples. Nine times in his 17 years as either an 
offensive coordinator or head coach, Clawson’s quarterbacks earned all-conference honors, including BGSU’s Tyler 
Sheehan, who threw for a school record 4,051 yards in 2009.
In addition, NFL regulars such as two-time 1,000-yard rusher Brian Westbrook (Eagles), receiver Brian Finneran (Fal-
cons), tailbacks Rabih Abdullah (Buccaneers, Bears and Patriots) and Tim Hightower (Cardinals and Redskins), quarter-
backs Stacey Tutt (Jets) and Kevin Eakin (Bills), and defensive lineman Aki Jones (Redskins), played for Clawson.
In 1998 he accepted the head coaching position at Fordham, where he became the youngest Division I head coach in 
the nation (31). His 19 combined victories during his final two years (2002-03) at Fordham were the most wins there in 
back-to-back seasons since 1918-19.
Then he guided Richmond to the biggest two-year turnaround in Spider football’s 124-year history, improving from 3-8 
his first season of 2004 to 9-4 and an NCAA playoff berth the following year.
A native of Youngstown, N.Y., located on the shores of Lake Ontario just 30 minutes north of Buffalo, Clawson played 
defensive back in football and also basketball at Williams College in Massachusetts. He graduated in 1989, and then 
began a two-year assistant coaching stop at Albany. From there, he coached two years at Buffalo and three at Lehigh, 
including his first two years, 1994-95, as an offensive coordinator.
Clawson then was named offensive coordinator at Villanova, where he helped establish 70 school records and led the 
Wildcats to the I-AA playoffs in 1996 and 1997. Under Clawson’s tutelage, receiver Brian Finneran won the Walter Pay-
ton Award, given to I-AA’s most outstanding player, and running back Brian Westbrook became the first student-athlete 
in NCAA history to gain more than 1,000 yards rushing and 1,000 yards receiving in a season.
Clawson and his wife, Catherine, are the parents of two children, Courtney and Eric.
Clawson Honors
• 2007 CAA Coach of the Year
• 2005 & 2007 Virginia Sports Information Di-
rectors Association Division-I Commonwealth 
Coach of the Year
• 2005 I-AA.org National Coach of the Year
• 2005 Atlantic-10 Coach of the Year
• 2002 & 2005 Eddie Robinson Coach of the 
Year Finalist
• 2002 Schutt Sports/American Football 
Monthly I-AA National Coach of the Year
• 2002 Patriot League Coach of the Year
• 2001 Patriot League co-Coach of the Year
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TEAM RUSHING/PASSING TOTALS UNDER CLAWSON
Offensive Passing Yards (Top 10)
Opponent ...............................Yards
at Kent State (2009) ...................505
Wyoming (2011) .........................437
at Kent State (2011) ....................400
Ohio (2009).................................390
vs. Idaho (2009)..........................388
at Marshall (2009).......................383
Murray State (2013)....................378
at Ball State (2009) .....................376
at Kent State (2013) ...................357
Kent State (2012) .......................355
Offensive Passing Yards (Bottom 10)
Opponent ................................... Yards
Miami (2010)...............................176
Buffalo (2010) .............................167
Tulsa (2013) ...............................163
vs. San Jose State (2013) ..........159
Kent State (2010) .......................145
Toledo (2009)..............................137
at Virginia Tech (2012) ................133
Eastern Michigan (2012) ............131
at West Virginia (2011) ............... 114
at Ohio (2012)...............................71
Defensive Passing Yards (Top 10)
Opponent ...............................Yards
at UMass (2012) ...........................33
Morgan State (2011) .....................37
Temple (2011) ...............................66
Rhode Island (2012) .....................75
Kent State (2012) .........................91
at Marshall (2009).......................100
Eastern Michigan (2012) ............ 114
at Ohio (2010).............................123
at Ball State (2009) .....................131
at C. Michigan (2010) .................132
Defensive Passing Yards (Bottom 10)
Opponent ......................................Yards
at Troy (2010) .............................264
at Miami (2011) ...........................265
Wyoming (2011) .........................267
at W. Virginia (2011) ...................283
at Toledo (2012) ..........................322
Toledo (2009)..............................326
at Indiana (2013) ........................335
Northern Illinois (2011) ...............340
Idaho (2012) ...............................352
at Tulsa (2010)............................356
Offensive Rushing Yards (Top 10)
Opponent ...............................Yards
at Akron (2012) ...........................292
Murray State (2013)....................282
Morgan State (2011) ...................268
Miami (2012)...............................251
Tulsa (2013) ...............................233
Eastern Michigan (2012) ............225
at Kent State (2013) ...................219
Rhode Island (2012) ...................206
at Ohio (2012).............................197
at Idaho (2011) ...........................187
Offensive Rushing Yards (Bottom 10)
Opponent ...............................Yards
Miami (2010).................................44
at Kent State (2009) .....................43
at Tulsa (2010)..............................41
at Temple (2010) ...........................36 
at Toledo (2010) ............................35
at Michigan (2010) ........................32
Central Michigan (2009) ...............20
at Marshall (2009).........................10
Buffalo (2010) .................................9
Kent State (2010) ........................-10
Defensive Rushing Yards (Top 10)
Opponent ...............................Yards
vs. San Jose State (2013) ...........-15
Miami (2012) ..................................3
Idaho (2012) ...................................6
Buffalo (2012) ...............................29
at Miami (2009).............................36
Troy (2009) ...................................41
at Miami (2011) .............................43
Tulsa (2013) .................................51
at Idaho (2011) .............................52
Eastern Michigan (2012) ..............64
Defensive Rushing Yards (Bottom 10)
Opponent ...............................Yards
at Indiana (2013) ........................266
#8 Boise State (2009) .................267
Toledo (2011) ..............................268
at Ball State (2009) .....................273
at Toledo (2010) ..........................277
Northern Illinois (2011) ...............283
Kent State (2012) .......................334
at W. Michigan (2011) .................351
at W. Virginia (2011) ...................360
at Michigan (2010) ......................466
Total Offense (Top 10)
Opponent ...............................Yards
Murray State (2013)....................660
at Kent State (2013) ...................576
Morgan State (2011) ...................572
at Kent State (2009) ...................548
Idaho (2009) ...............................538
Rhode Island (2012) ...................538
Wyoming (2011)  ........................514
Miami (2012)...............................486
at Idaho (2011) ...........................478
Ohio (2009).................................474
Total Offense (Bottom 10)
Opponent ...............................Yards
at Michigan (2010) ......................283
at UMass (2012) .........................282
Boise State (2009) ......................282
at Virginia Tech (2012) ................266
vs. San Jose State (2013) ..........264
at Toledo (2010) ..........................254
Miami (2010)...............................220
at WVU (2011) ............................217
Buffalo (2010) .............................176
Kent State (2010) .......................135
Total Defense (Top 10)
Opponent ...............................Yards
at UMass (2012) ......................... 118
Rhode Island (2012) ...................171
Eastern Michigan (2012) ............178
Morgan State (2011) ...................193
Buffalo (2012) .............................197
at C. Michigan (2010) .................231
at Ohio (2012).............................244
Miami (2012)...............................256
Tulsa (2013) ...............................273
at Idaho (2011) ...........................280
Total Defense (Bottom 10)
Opponent ...............................Yards
at Troy (2010). ............................475
Toledo (2009)..............................485
#8 Boise State (2009) .................529
at Toledo (2010) ..........................537
at Tulsa (2010)............................546
at W. Michigan (2011) .................578
at Indiana (2013) ........................601
Northern Illinois (2011) ...............623
W.Virginia (2011) ........................643
at Michigan (2010) ......................721
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ROSTER -- NUMERICAL/ALPHABETICAL
No. Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Yr. Hometown / High School
1 Darrell Hunter II  DB 5-8 174 Jr.  West Palm Beach, Fla. / William T. Dwyer
2  Andre Givens  RB 5-9 200 R-So.  Youngstown, Ohio / Hubbard
3  James Knapke  QB 6-2 216 R-Fr.  Fort Wayne, Ind. / Bishop Luers
3  Brian Sutton  DB 6-0 190 Jr.  Fishers, Ind. / Fishers
4  Jordan Hopgood  RB 5-11 220 R-Sr.  Cincinnati, Ohio / Princeton
5  Ronnie Moore  WR 5-9 164 Fr.  Sanford, Fla. / Seminole
6  Chris Gallon  WR 6-4 223 R-So.  Orlando, Fla. / Dr. Phillips
7  D.J. Lynch  LB 5-11 244 R-Jr.  Pontiac, Mich. / Avondale
7  Matt Schilz  QB 6-2 209 R-Sr.  Arcadia, Calif. / Maranatha
8  Cameron Truss  DB 5-10 183 R-Sr.  Warren, Ohio / LaBrae
9  Isaiah Gourdine  DB 6-2 190 Fr.  Farminton, Mich. / Farmington
9  Shaun Joplin  WR 6-2 209 R-Sr.  Sylvania, Ohio / Southview
10  Herve Coby  WR 5-11 177 R-So.  Delray Beach, Fla. / American Heritage
11  Matt Johnson  QB 6-0 215 R-So.  Harrisburg, Pa. / Bishop McDevitt
11  Gabe Martin  LB 6-1 229 R-Jr.  Grand Blanc, Mich. / Grand Blanc
12 Patrick Brown QB 5-11 182 R-Sr. Liberty Center, Ohio / Liberty Center
12 Fred Coppet  RB 5-10 175 Fr.  Ft. Lauderdale. Fla. / St. Thomas Aquinas
12  Diontre Delk  DB 5-9 179 R-So.  Cleveland Heights, Ohio / Cleveland Heights
13  Travis Greene  RB 5-10 181 R-So.  Carol City, Fla. / Monsignor Edwards Pace
14  Jude Adjei-Barimah  DB 5-10 204 R-Jr.  Columbus, Ohio / Northland
14  Marcus Levy  RB 5-10 191 Fr.  Fort Pierce, Fla. / Fort Pierce Central
15  Gehrig Dieter  WR 6-3 209 R-Fr.  South Bend, Ind. / Washington
15  Ryland Ward  DB 5-10 206 R-Jr.  Columbus, Ohio / Brookhaven
16  Austin Valdez  QB 6-0 214 Fr.  Sylvania, Ohio / Sylvania Southview
17  Ryan Burbrink  WR 5-8 188 R-So.  Shady Side, Mary. / DeMatha Catholic
18  Nolan Dieter  QB 6-2 187 R-So.  South Bend, Ind. / Washington
18  Omar Pierre-Louis  DB 6-1 188 Fr.  Loxahatchee, Fla. / Seminole Ridge
19  Teo Redding  WR 6-1 159 Fr.  Warren, Mich. / Michigan Collegiate
20  Eric Harrell  RB 5-9 189  Fr.  Orlando, Fla. / Dr. Phillips
21  Will Watson  DB 5-11 175 So.  Tampa, Fla. / Tampa Jefferson
22  Josh Pettus  DB 5-9 197 Sr.  Detroit, Mich. / Southwestern
22  Monti Phillips  LB 5-10 184  Fr.  Oakland, Calif. / Culver Military Academy
23  Aaron Foster  DB 5-10 207 Sr.  Bloomfield, Mich. / West Bloomfield
24  Jerry "BooBoo" Gates  DB 5-11 219 Sr.  Middletown, Ohio / Middletown
25  John Klingerman  WR 5-9 168 Fr.  Bloomsburg, Pa. / Bloomsburg Area
26  Alphonso Mack  DB 6-0 170 R-Fr.  South Bend, Ind. / Washington
27  Nate Locke  LB 6-0 225 Fr.  Canton, Ohio / Massillon
28  Coy Brown III  LB 5-11 221 So.  Wakcarusa, Ind. / Northwood
30  Paul Senn  LB 6-1 217 Jr.  Norco, Calif. / Norco
31  Matt Robinson  DB 5-7 175  Fr.  Mansfield, Ohio / Mansfield Senior
32  Ryan Pitts  DB 5-5 155  Fr.  Lima, Ohio / Lima Central Catholic
32 William Houston RB 6-0 262 Fr. Dublin, Ohio / Dublin Scioto
33  Paul Swan  LB 6-0 236 R-Sr.  Nashotah, Wisc. / Oconomowoc
34  Victor Osborne  DB 5-10 182 R-Jr.  W. Palm Beach, Fla. / Suncoast Community
35  James Sanford  DB 6-1 186 R-Fr.  Xenia, Ohio / Xenia
37  Jamel Martin  RB 5-10 195 R-Jr.  Bolingbrook, Ill. / Bolingbrook
38  Evan Karchner  LB 5-9 228 R-Fr.  Maumee, Ohio / Maumee
39  Justin Ford  LB 6-1 204 R-Jr.  Grand Rapids, Mich. / Kenowa Hills
41  Patric Hannon  LB 5-11 226 Fr.  South Euclid, Ohio / Brush
42  Chris Pohlman  TE/FB 6-1 257 Jr.  Delphos, Ohio / Delphos St. John's
43  Bryan Thomas  DE 6-2 251 R-Jr.  Washington, Pa. / Washington
44  Scott Davis  TE 6-4 245 R-Fr.  Richmond, Va. / Mills E. Godwin
45  Jhalil-Nashid Croley  DL 6-1 253 R-Fr.  Cincinnati, Ohio / Princeton
No. Name ......................................... Pos.
14 Jude Adjei-Barimah  ......................DB
99 Bryan Baird  ..................................DE
47 Aaron Banks  ................................. LB
57 Zac Bartman  ................................. LB
82 Alex Bayer  .................................... TE
89 Tyler Beck  .................................... TE
77 J.J. Beggan  ..................................OL
67 Jacob Bennett  ..............................OL
28 Coy Brown III  ................................ LB
12 Patrick Brown ................................QB
17 Ryan Burbrink  .............................WR
61 Terrance Bush  .............................. DL
62 Spencer Cairo  ..............................OL
90 Jairus Campbell  ...........................DT
73 Solomon Carnes ........................... DL
78 Clark Clancy  .................................OL
10 Herve Coby  .................................WR
83 Jared Cohen  ................................WR
82 Kevin Collins  ...............................WR
92 Zach Colvin  ..................................DE
12 Fred Coppet  .................................RB
45 Jhalil-Nashid Croley  ..................... DL
49 Joe Davidson  ................................. P
44 Scott Davis  ................................... TE
59 Darion Delaney  ............................OL
12 Diontre Delk  .................................DB
15 Gehrig Dieter  ...............................WR
18 Nolan Dieter  .................................QB
53 Logan Dietz  ..................................OL
97 Anthony Farinella  ........................... K
91 Nick Fields  ...................................... K
52 Dominic Flewellyn  ........................ OL
88 Hunter Folkertsma  ........................ TE
39 Justin Ford  ...................................DB
23 Aaron Foster  ................................DB
64 Johnathan Fry  .............................. DL
6 Chris Gallon  ................................WR
24 Jerry "BooBoo" Gates  ..................DB
2 Andre Givens  ...............................RB
96 Ronnie Goble  ...............................DE
9 Isaiah Gourdine  ............................DB
13 Travis Greene ...............................RB
76 Nick Hager  ...................................OL
41 Patric Hannon  .............................. LB
20 Eric Harrell  ...................................RB
48 Greg Hohenstein  .......................... LS
60 Darius Holiday  .............................. DL
4 Jordan Hopgood  ...........................RB
87 Jermal Hosley  .............................WR
32 William Houston  ...........................RB
55 Alex Huettel  ..................................OL
1 Darrell Hunter II  ............................DB
68 Ryan Hunter  .................................OL
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ROSTER -- NUMERICAL/ALPHABETICAL
No. Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Yr. Hometown / High School
46  Charlie Walker  DL 6-2 245 R-Jr.  Sterling Heights, Mich. / Stevenson
47  Aaron Banks  LB 6-1 234 Fr.  Chicago, Ill. / Simeon
48  Greg Hohenstein  LS 6-3 211 R-Fr.  Warrenville, Ill. / Wheaton-Warrenville South
49  Joe Davidson  P 6-7 206 Fr.  Findlay, Ohio / Findlay
50  Izaah Lunsford  DL 6-3 268 R-Fr.  Cincinnati, Ohio / Shroder Paideia
51  Taylor Royster  DL 5-9 257 R-So.  Lima, Ohio / Lima Central Catholic
52  Dominic Flewellyn  OL 6-3 278 Sr.  Maple Heights, Ohio / Maple Heights
53  Logan Dietz  OL 6-5 292 R-Fr.  Pittsburgh, Pa. / Pittsburgh Central Catholic
54  Mike Minns  DL 5-10 293 So.  West Palm Beach, Fla. / Dwyer
55  Alex Huettel  OL 6-3 292 R-So.  Pickerington, Ohio / Pickerington North
56 Terrell Jackson DL 6-3 275 R-Fr. Columbus, Ohio / Marion-Franklin
57  Zac Bartman  LB 5-11 208 R-Fr.  Mansfield, Ohio / Ontario
58  Tim Love  LB 6-0 205 R-Jr.  Maple Heights, Ohio / Maple Heights
59  Darion Delaney  OL 6-3 277 R-Jr.  Dayton, Ohio / Trotwood Madison
60  Darius Holiday  DL 6-3 252  Fr.  Miramar, Fla. / American Heritage
61  Terrance Bush  DL 6-2 229 R-Fr.  South Bend, Ind. / Washington
62  Spencer Cairo  OL 6-2 302 R-So.  Rochester, Mich. / Rochester Adams
63  Gus Schwieterman  DL 6-1 245 Fr.  Tipp City, Ohio / Bethel
64  Johnathan Fry  DL 6-3 266 R-Jr.  Huntington, WV / Spring Valley
65  David "Chief" Kekuewa  OL 6-2 311 Sr.  Keaau, Haw. / Kamehameha
66  Geno Zappa  OL 6-4 285 Fr.  Sandusky, Ohio / Perkins
67  Jacob Bennett  OL 6-4 316 R-Fr.  Lebanon, Ohio / Lebanon
68  Ryan Hunter  OL 6-4 338 Fr.  North Bay, Ontario / Canisius
71  Tim McAuliffe  OL 6-0 264 Fr.  Lemont, Ill. / Lemont
72  Ben Steward  OL 6-5 289 R-Fr.  Holt, Mich. / Holt
73 Solomon Carnes DL 6-2 238 Fr. Piqua, Ohio / Piqua
74  Christian Piazza OL 6-7 296 R-So.  Ann Arbor, Mich. / Huron
75  Clay Rolf  OL 6-6 285 R-Jr.  Pemberville, Ohio / Eastwood
76  Nick Hager  OL 6-2 307 R-Jr.  Wapakoneta, Ohio / Wapakoneta
77  J.J. Beggan  OL 6-2 285 R-Fr.  Pittsburgh, Pa. / Seton LaSalle
78  Clark Clancy  OL 6-3 277 Fr.  Troy, Mich. / Avondale
81  Trevor Roop  WR 5-8 204  Fr.  Convoy, Ohio / Crestview
82  Alex Bayer  TE 6-4 257 R-Sr.  Pickerington, Ohio / Pickerington North
82  Kevin Collins  WR 6-2 198 R-Fr.  New Albany, Ohio / New Albany
83  Jared Cohen  WR 6-1 189 R-Jr.  Cypress, Calif. / Cypress
85  Heath Jackson  WR 5-11 187 R-Jr.  Ada, Ohio / Ada
86  Logan Larson  TE 6-3 250 Fr.  Springfield, Ill. / Pleasant Plains
87  Jermal Hosley  WR 5-8 185 So.  Highland Park, Mich. / Highland Park
88  Hunter Folkertsma  TE 6-5 236  Fr.  Grand Rapids, Mich. / Forest Hills Central
88  Kendall Montgomery DL 6-5 262 R-Jr.  Miami, Fla. / Monsignor Pace
89  Tyler Beck  TE 6-2 257 Sr.  Wyomissing, Pa. / Wilson
90  Jairus Campbell  DT 6-5 296 R-Sr.  Pickerington, Ohio / Pickerington North
91  Nick Fields  K 5-9 211  Fr.  Laura, Ohio / Milton Union
92  Zach Colvin  DE 6-2 286 Jr.  Shorewood, Ill. / Minooka
93  Ted Ouellet  DT 6-3 284 R-Sr.  Sherborn, Mass. / Dover-Sherborn
94  Jason Shepherd  DL 5-9 245  Fr.  Loxahatchee, Fla. / Seminole Ridge
95  Jake Nachtrab  DL 6-2 223  Fr.  Sylvania, Ohio / St. John’s Jesuit
95  Brian Schmiedebusch P 6-3 226 R-Sr.  Ottawa, Ohio / Ottawa-Glandorf
96  Ronnie Goble  DE 6-2 243 R-Sr.  Plymouth, Mich. / Plymouth
97  Anthony Farinella  K 6-3 195 So.  Woodridge, Ill. / Downers Grove South
98  Tyler Tate  K 5-11 173 R-So.  Carroll, Ohio / Bloom-Carroll
99  Bryan Baird  DE 6-3 235 R-So.  Spring Valley, Ohio / Bellbrook
No. Name ......................................... Pos.
85 Heath Jackson  ............................WR
56 Terrell Jackson .............................. DL
11 Matt Johnson  ................................QB
9 Shaun Joplin  ...............................WR
38 Evan Karchner  ............................. LB
65 David "Chief" Kekuewa  ................ OL
25 John Klingerman  .........................WR
3 James Knapke  .............................QB
86 Logan Larson  ............................... TE
14 Marcus Levy  .................................RB
27 Nate Locke  ................................... LB
58 Tim Love ....................................... LB
50 Izaah Lunsford  ............................. DL
7 D.J. Lynch  .................................... LB
26 Alphonso Mack  .............................DB
11 Gabe Martin  ................................. LB
37 Jamel Martin  .................................RB
71 Tim McAuliffe  ................................OL
54 Mike Minns  ................................... DL
88 Kendall Montgomery  .................... DL
5 Ronnie Moore  ..............................WR
95 Jake Nachtrab  .............................. DL
34 Victor Osborne  .............................DB
93 Ted Ouellet  ...................................DT
22 Josh Pettus  ..................................DB
22 Monti Phillips  ................................RB
74 Christian Piazza  ...........................OL
18 Omar Pierre-Louis  ........................DB
32 Ryan Pitts  .....................................DB
42 Chris Pohlman  .........................TE/FB
19 Teo Redding  ................................WR
31 Matt Robinson  ..............................DB
75 Clay Rolf  .......................................OL
81 Trevor Roop  ................................WR
51 Taylor Royster  .............................. DL
35 James Sanford  .............................DB
7 Matt Schilz  ....................................QB
95 Brian Schmiedebusch  .................... P
63 Gus Schwieterman  ....................... DL
30 Paul Senn  ..................................... LB
94 Jason Shepherd  ........................... DL
72 Ben Steward  ................................. OL
3 Brian Sutton  .................................DB
33 Paul Swan  .................................... LB
98 Tyler Tate  ........................................ K
43 Bryan Thomas  ..............................DE
8 Cameron Truss  .............................DB
16 Austin Valdez  ...............................QB
46 Charlie Walker  .............................. DL
15 Ryland Ward .................................DB
21 Will Watson  ..................................DB
66 Geno Zappa  ................................. OL
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2013 BGSU FOOTBALL START CHART
Offense LT  LG  C  RG  RT  TE  WR/TE  QB  TB  WR WR
Defense DE  DT DT  DE/CB  BUCk MLB/S  ROV  CB  WHIP  STUD CB
Tulsa Bennett Flewellyn Kekuewa Huettel Dietz Bayer Gallon Schilz Greene Burbrink Joplin
at Kent State Bennett Flewellyn Kekuewa Huettel Dietz Bayer Gallon Johnson Greene Burbrink Joplin
at Indiana Bennett Flewellyn Kekuewa Huettel Dietz Bayer Beck Johnson Greene Moore Joplin
Murray State Bennett Flewellyn Kekuewa Huettel Dietz Bayer Gallon Johnson Hopgood Moore Joplin 
Akron Bennett Flewellyn Kekuewa Huettel Dietz Bayer Gallon Johnson Greene Burbrink Joplin
Massachusetts
at Mississippi State
Toledo
at Miami
Ohio
at Eastern Michigan
at Buffalo
Tulsa Thomas Ouellet Campbell Walker Lynch Swan Martin Foster Ward Gates Truss
at Kent State Thomas Ouellet Campbell Goble Lynch Swan Martin Foster Ward Gates Truss
at Indiana Thomas Ouellet Colvin Sutton Lynch Adjei-Barimah Martin Foster Ward Gates Truss
Murray State Thomas Ouellet Campbell Goble Lynch Swan Ford Foster Ward Gates Truss
Akron Thomas Colvin Campbell Goble Lynch Swan Martin Foster Ward Gates Truss
Massachusetts
at Mississippi State
Toledo
at Miami
Ohio
at Eastern Michigan
at Buffalo
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2013 20-YARD PLAYS Long Plays By The NumbersPlays by Yards  .....No.  .................. TD
20-29 ........................17 ......................1
30-39 ..........................8 ......................1
40-49 ..........................1 ......................0
50-59 ..........................1 ......................1
60+ .............................2 ......................2
Plays by Type
Passing .............................................15
Rushing ..............................................8
Kickoff Returns ...................................4
Punt Returns.......................................2
Interceptions .......................................0
Fumble Returns ..................................0
Total ..................................................29
20-Yard Plus By Player
Travis Greene .....................................8
Shaun Joplin .......................................7
Ronnie Moore .....................................4
Ryan Burbrink .....................................2
Chris Gallon ........................................2
Tyler Beck ...........................................1
BooBoo Gates ....................................1
Paul Senn ...........................................1
Alex Bayer ..........................................1
Chris Pohlman ....................................1
Jordan Hopgood .................................1
Matt Johnson (pass) .........................14
James Knapke (pass) .........................1
Longest Plays of the Year
Rushing Play
37, Ronnie Moore vs. Tulsa (8/29/13)
Rushing Touchdown
9, Andre Givens vs. Murray St. (9/21/13)
Passing Play
92, Matt Johnson to Ryan Burbrink 
(9/7/13)
Passing Touchdown
92, Matt Johnson to Ryan Burbrink 
(9/7/13)
Punt Return
67, Ryan Burbrink vs. Tulsa (8/29/13)
kickoff Return
30, Ronnie Moore at Indiana (9/14/13)
Punt
50, Brian Schmiedebusch at Kent State 
(9/7/13)
Field Goal
45, Tyler Tate at Indiana (9/14/13)
Interception Return
None
Yards Category Player Game (Date)
92* Pass Matt Johnson to Ryan Burbrink at Kent State (9/7/13)
67* Punt Return Ryan Burbrink vs. Tulsa (8/29/13)
56* Punt Block/Return Paul Senn at Indiana (9/14/13)
41 Pass Matt Johnson to Tyler Beck at Kent State (9/7/13)
37 Run Ronnie Moore vs. Tulsa (8/29/13)
37 Pass Matt Johnson to Alex Bayer vs. Murray State (9/21/13)
35 Pass Matt Johnson to Shaun Joplin at Kent State (9/7/13)
33 Pass James Knapke to Chris Pohlman vs. Murray State (9/21/13)
32 Run Travis Greene vs. Akron (9/28/13)
31 Run Travis Greene vs. Murray State (9/21/13)
30* Pass Matt Johnson to Travis Greene vs. Akron (9/28/13)
30 Kick Return Ronnie Moore at Indiana (9/14/13)
29 Kick Return Ronnie Moore vs. Tulsa (8/29/13)
29 Kick Return Ronnie Moore at Kent State (9/7/13)
29 Pass Matt Johnson to Shaun Joplin vs. Murray State (9/21/13)
28 Pass Matt Johnson to Shaun Joplin at Indiana (9/14/13)
28 Run Travis Greene vs. Murray State (9/21/13)
27 Run Travis Greene at Kent State (9/7/13)
25 Run Jordan Hopgood vs. Murray State (9/21/13)
23 Run Travis Greene at Kent State (9/7/13)
23 Pass Matt Johnson to Shaun Joplin at Kent State (9/7/13)
23 Kick Return BooBoo Gates at Kent State (9/7/13)
22* Pass Matt Johnson to Shaun Joplin vs. Akron (9/28/13)
21 Pass Matt Johnson to Shaun Joplin vs. Tulsa (8/29/13)
21 Pass Matt Johnson to Chris Gallon at Indiana (9/14/13)
21 Pass Matt Johnson to Shaun Joplin at Indiana (9/14/13)
20 Pass Matt Johnson to Chris Gallon vs. Murray State (9/21/13)
20 Pass Matt Johnson to Travis Greene vs. Murray State (9/21/13)
20 Run Travis Greene vs. Akron (9/28/13)
* Resulted in a touchdown
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ADJEI-BARIMAH  
All-purpose yards: 25, at Massachusetts, Oct 20, 2012 
Punt returns: 1, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012 
Punt return yards: 11, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012
Interceptions: 2, at Massachusetts, Oct 20, 2012 
Long interception return: 14, at UMass, Oct 20, 2012 
Tackles: 7, at WEST VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011 (6-1)
Sacks: 1.0, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (1-0)
Tackles for loss: 2.0, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (2-0)
Fumbles forced: 1, URI, Sep 29, 2012 
Fumbles recovered: 1, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 
Pass breakups: 2, Buffalo, Nov 23, 2012 
Blocked kicks: 1, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012 
BAIRD, Bryan   
Tackles: 5, at Florida, Sept 1, 2012 (5-0)
Sacks: 2.0, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 (2-0)
Tackles for loss: 2.0, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 (2-0)
Fumbles recovered: 1, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 
BAYER, Alex    
Points scored: 12, at Akron, 10/06/2012 
Touchdowns: 2, at Akron, 10/06/2012 
Receptions: 5, 4 times
Receiving yards: 94, at Akron, 10/06/2012 (5 receptions)
Receiving TDs: 2, at Akron, 10/06/2012 
Long reception: 60, at Akron, 10/06/2012 
All-purpose yards: 94, at Akron, 10/06/2012 
Tackles: 1, 4 times
BECK, Tyler    
Points scored: 6, Ohio, Nov 16, 2011 
Touchdowns: 1, Ohio, Nov 16, 2011 
Receptions: 2, 4 times
Receiving yards: 42, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011
Receiving TDs: 1, Ohio, Nov 16, 2011 
Long reception: 41, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
All-purpose yards: 42, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011 
Kick returns: 1, Two times
Kick return yards: 12, at TROY, Sep 04, 2010 (1 returns)
Long kick return: 12, at TROY, Sep 04, 2010 
Tackles: 1, at WEST VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011 (1-0)
BROWN, Coy     
Tackles: 2, Two times
Tackles for loss: 1.0, at Massachusetts, Oct 20, 2012
BURBRINK, Ryan 
Points scored: 6, Two times
Touchdowns: 1, Two times
Receptions: 8, at Florida, Sept 1, 2012 
Receiving yards: 101, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013
Receiving TDs: 1, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
Long reception: 92, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
All-purpose yards: 106, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
Punt returns: 4, Two times
Punt return yards: 76, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (3 returns)
Long punt return: 67, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
Tackles: 1, Two times
BUSH, Terrance 
Tackles: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (0-1)
Pass breakups: 1, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
CAMPBELL, J.   
Tackles: 4, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (2-2)
Sacks:  .5, IDAHO, Sep 08, 2012 (0-1)
Tackles for loss: 1.0, Three times
Fumbles forced: 1, at Buffalo, Nov 25, 2011 
COBY, Herve    
Points scored: 6, URI, Sep 29, 2012 
Touchdowns: 1, URI, Sep 29, 2012 
Receptions: 3, URI, Sep 29, 2012 
Receiving yards: 40, URI, Sep 29, 2012 (3 receptions)
Receiving TDs: 1, URI, Sep 29, 2012 
Long reception: 19, URI, Sep 29, 2012 
All-purpose yards: 40, URI, Sep 29, 2012 
COHEN, Jared   
Points scored: 6, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
Touchdowns: 1, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
Receptions: 3, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Receiving yards: 42, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013
Receiving TDs: 1, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
Long reception: 19, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
All-purpose yards: 42, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
COLVIN, Zach   
Tackles: 3, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 (2-1)
Sacks: 1.0, at Western Michigan, Oct 08, 2011 (1-0)
Tackles for loss: 1.0, 4 times
COPPET, Fred   
Rush attempts: 8, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
Rush yards: 40, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 (7 carries)
Long rush: 18, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
Total offense attempts: 8, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013
Total ofense yards: 40, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013
All-purpose yards: 40, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
CROLEY, J.     
Tackles: 1, Two times
FARINELLA, A.  
Tackles: 1, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 (1-0)
FORD, Justin   
Tackles: 2, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (2-0)
Tackles for loss: 1.0, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 (1-0)
Pass breakups: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
FOSTER, Aaron  
Tackles: 10, Two times
Sacks: 1.0, Two times
Tackles for loss: 1.0, Three times
Fumbles forced: 1, at WEST VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011 
Fumbles recovered: 1, Three times
Pass breakups: 3, Two times
FRY, Johnathan 
Tackles: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (0-1)
GALLON, Chris  
Points scored: 12, Three times
Touchdowns: 2, Three times
Receptions: 10, KENT, Nov 17, 2012 
Receiving yards: 213, KENT, Nov 17, 2012 (10 receptions)
Receiving TDs: 2, Three times
Long reception: 81, KENT, Nov 17, 2012 
All-purpose yards: 213, KENT, Nov 17, 2012 
Tackles: 1, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (1-0)
GATES, BooBoo  
Points scored: 6, Three times
Touchdowns: 1, Three times
All-purpose yards: 233, at WEST VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011 
Punt returns: 1, Northern Illinois, Nov 08, 2011 
Kick returns: 8, Northern Illinois, Nov 08, 2011 
Kick return yards: 233, at WEST VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011
Long kick return: 88, Toledo, Oct 15, 2011 
Interceptions: 1, Three times
Long interception return: 33, Three times
Sacks: 1.0, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 (1-0)
Tackles for loss: 1.0, 6 times
Fumbles forced: 1, 4 times
Fumbles recovered: 1, Three times
Pass breakups: 1, 4 times
GIVENS, Andre  
Points scored: 6, Three times
Touchdowns: 1, Three times
Rush attempts: 8, Two times
Rush yards: 55, at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012
Rush TDs: 1, Three times
Long rush: 47, at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012 
Receptions: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Receiving yards: 3, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013
Long reception: 3, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Total offense attempts: 8, Two times
Total ofense yards: 55, at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012
All-purpose yards: 55, at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012 
GOBLE, Ronnie  
Tackles: 5, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (1-4)
Sacks: 1.0, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 (1-0)
Tackles for loss: 1.0, 4 times
Fumbles recovered: 1, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011 
Pass breakups: 1, Two times
GREENE, Travis 
Points scored: 12, Akron, Sep 28, 2013 
Touchdowns: 2, Akron, Sep 28, 2013 
Rush attempts: 24, Two times
Rush yards: 145, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013
Rush TDs: 1, Three times
Long rush: 32, Akron, Sep 28, 2013 
Receptions: 4, Akron, Sep 28, 2013 
Receiving yards: 71, Akron, Sep 28, 2013 (4 receptions)
Receiving TDs: 1, Akron, Sep 28, 2013 
Long reception: 30, Akron, Sep 28, 2013 
Total offense attempts: 24, Two times
Total ofense yards: 145, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013
All-purpose yards: 213, Akron, Sep 28, 2013 
HOHENSTEIN, G. 
Tackles: 1, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (0-1)
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HOPGOOD, Jordan
Points scored: 12, at Michigan, Sep 25, 2010 
Touchdowns: 2, at Michigan, Sep 25, 2010 
Rush attempts: 18, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011 
Rush yards: 90, Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011 (12 carries)
Rush TDs: 2, at Michigan, Sep 25, 2010 
Long rush: 25, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Pass attempts: 1, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 
Pass completions: 1, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 
Pass yards: 53, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 
Pass TDs: 1, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 
Long pass: 53, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 
Receptions: 3, Two times
Receiving yards: 37, Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011
Long reception: 23, Marshall, Sep 18, 2010 
Total offense attempts: 18, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011
Total ofense yards: 114, EMU, Oct 27, 2012
All-purpose yards: 127, Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011 
Punt returns: 1, URI, Sep 29, 2012 
Punt return yards: 6, URI, Sep 29, 2012 (1 returns)
Long punt return: 6, URI, Sep 29, 2012 
Kick returns: 2, at TOLEDO, 09/15/12 
Kick return yards: 36, at TOLEDO, 09/15/12 (2 returns)
Long kick return: 26, at TOLEDO, 09/15/12 
Tackles: 1, 6 times
Fumbles recovered: 1, at Michigan, Sep 25, 2010 
HOSLEY, Jermal 
Receptions: 3, URI, Sep 29, 2012 
Receiving yards: 53, URI, Sep 29, 2012 (3 receptions)
Long reception: 30, URI, Sep 29, 2012 
All-purpose yards: 53, URI, Sep 29, 2012 
Tackles: 1, at Akron, 10/06/2012 (0-1)
HOUSTON, W.    
Points scored: 18, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
Touchdowns: 3, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
Rush attempts: 10, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
Rush yards: 29, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (10 carries)
Rush TDs: 3, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
Long rush: 8, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
Total offense attempts: 10, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013
Total ofense yards: 29, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013
All-purpose yards: 29, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
HUNTER, Darrell
Interceptions: 1, Two times
Tackles: 8, at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012 (6-2)
Tackles for loss: 1.0, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 (1-0)
Pass breakups: 2, Ohio, Nov 16, 2011 
JACKSON, Heath 
Receptions: 3, at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012 
Receiving yards: 32, at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012
Long reception: 19, at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012 
All-purpose yards: 32, at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012 
Punt returns: 1, Two times
Punt return yards: -3, Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011
Kick returns: 1, Two times
Kick return yards: 9, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011 (1 returns)
Long kick return: 9, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011 
JOHNSON, Matt  
Points scored: 6, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Touchdowns: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Rush attempts: 10, Akron, Sep 28, 2013 
Rush yards: 50, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (9 carries)
Rush TDs: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Long rush: 19, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
Pass attempts: 44, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
Pass completions: 25, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
Pass yards: 357, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
Pass TDs: 2, Three times
Had intercepted: 1, 4 times
Long pass: 92, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
Total offense attempts: 52, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013
Total ofense yards: 374, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013
All-purpose yards: 50, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
JOPLIN, Shaun  
Points scored: 6, 6 times
Touchdowns: 1, 6 times
Rush attempts: 1, at Akron, 10/06/2012 
Rush yards: 5, at Akron, 10/06/2012 (1 carries)
Long rush: 5, at Akron, 10/06/2012 
Receptions: 7, Two times
Receiving yards: 117, IDAHO, Sep 08, 2012 (7 receptions)
Receiving TDs: 1, 6 times
Long reception: 53, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 
Total offense attempts: 1, at Akron, 10/06/2012
Total ofense yards: 5, at Akron, 10/06/2012 (5 rush,0 pass)
All-purpose yards: 117, IDAHO, Sep 08, 2012 
Tackles: 1, Two times
KNAPKE, James  
Rush attempts: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Rush yards: 6, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (1 carries)
Long rush: 6, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Pass attempts: 4, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Pass completions: 4, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Pass yards: 71, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Pass TDs: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Long pass: 33, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Total offense attempts: 5, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013
Total ofense yards: 77, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013
All-purpose yards: 6, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
LUNSFORD, Izaah
Tackles: 2, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (0-2)
LYNCH, D.J.    
All-purpose yards: 6, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011 
Kick returns: 1, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011 
Kick return yards: 6, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011 (1 returns)
Long kick return: 1, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011 
Tackles: 10, at Massachusetts, Oct 20, 2012 (4-6)
Sacks: 1.0, 6 times
Tackles for loss: 2.0, at Massachusetts, Oct 20, 2012 (2-0)
Fumbles recovered: 1, at TOLEDO, 09/15/12 
Pass breakups: 1, Three times
MACK, Alphonso 
Tackles: 2, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (1-1)
MARTIN, Gabe
Interceptions: 1, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 
Tackles: 10, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012 (6-4)
Sacks: 2.5, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 (2-1)
Tackles for loss: 2.5, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 (2-1)
Fumbles forced: 1, Two times
Pass breakups: 2, KENT, Nov 17, 2012 
Blocked kicks: 1, vs San Jose State, Dec 27, 2012 
MARTIN, Jamel  
Points scored: 6, Three times
Touchdowns: 1, Three times
Rush attempts: 23, at WEST VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011 
Rush yards: 111, at WEST VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011
Rush TDs: 1, Three times
Long rush: 28, at WEST VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011 
Receptions: 2, Temple, Oct 22, 2011 
Receiving yards: 16, at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012
Long reception: 16, at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012 
Total offense attempts: 23, at W. VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011
Total ofense yards: 111, at WEST VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011
All-purpose yards: 111, at WEST VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011 
MINNS, Mike    
Tackles: 2, Two times
Tackles for loss:  .5, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (0-0)
MONTGOMERY, K. 
Points scored: 6, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 
Touchdowns: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 
Receptions: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 
Receiving yards: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 (1 receptions)
Receiving TDs: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 
Long reception: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 
All-purpose yards: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 
Tackles: 5, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (3-2)
Sacks: 1.0, Three times
Tackles for loss: 1.0, 4 times
MOORE, Ronnie  
Points scored: 6, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Touchdowns: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Rush attempts: 2, Two times
Rush yards: 42, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (2 carries)
Long rush: 37, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
Receptions: 5, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Receiving yards: 63, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013
Receiving TDs: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Long reception: 18, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
Total offense attempts: 2, Two times
Total ofense yards: 42, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013
All-purpose yards: 90, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Kick returns: 2, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
Kick return yards: 30, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 (2 returns)
Long kick return: 30, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
Tackles: 3, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (1-2)
OSBORNE, Victor
Tackles: 3, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 (3-0)
Tackles for loss:  .5, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (0-0)
OUELLET, Ted   
Tackles: 6, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 (4-2)
Sacks: 1.0, 5 times
Tackles for loss: 1.5, Two times
Fumbles forced: 1, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011 
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PETTUS, Josh   
Interceptions: 1, IDAHO, Sep 08, 2012 
Tackles: 11, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012 (5-6)
Tackles for loss: 2.0, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 (2-0)
Fumbles forced: 1, KENT, Nov 17, 2012 
Fumbles recovered: 1, Two times
POHLMAN, Chris 
Receptions: 1, Three times
Receiving yards: 33, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013
Long reception: 33, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
All-purpose yards: 43, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Kick returns: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Kick return yards: 10, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013
Long kick return: 10, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Tackles: 1, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (1-0)
ROLF, Clay     
Receptions: 1, Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011 
Receiving yards: 23, Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011
Long reception: 23, Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011 
All-purpose yards: 23, Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011 
ROYSTER, Taylor
Tackles: 3, Akron, Sep 28, 2013 (1-2)
Sacks: 1.0, Two times
Tackles for loss: 2.0, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 (2-0)
SCHILZ, Matt   
Points scored: 12, at Tulsa, Sep 11, 2010 
Touchdowns: 2, at Tulsa, Sep 11, 2010 
Rush attempts: 9, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011 
Rush yards: 13, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012
Rush TDs: 2, at Tulsa, Sep 11, 2010 
Long rush: 20, Temple, Oct 22, 2011 
Pass attempts: 55, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011 
Pass completions: 34, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011 
Pass yards: 437, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011 
Pass TDs: 5, Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011 
Had intercepted: 3, 4 times
Long pass: 83, Northern Illinois, Nov 08, 2011 
Receptions: 1, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012 
Receiving yards: -8, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012
Total offense attempts: 64, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011
Total ofense yards: 422, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011 
All-purpose yards: 12, Ohio, Nov 16, 2011 
SCHMIEDEBUSCH  
Rush attempts: 1, Two times
Rush yards: 18, Toledo, Oct 15, 2011 (1 carries)
Long rush: 18, Toledo, Oct 15, 2011 
Total offense attempts: 1, Toledo, Oct 15, 2011 (1 rush,0 
pass); at Florida, Sept 1, 2012 (1 rush,0 pass)
Total ofense yards: 18, Toledo, Oct 15, 2011
All-purpose yards: 18, Toledo, Oct 15, 2011 
Punt attempts: 8, Two times
Punt yards: 356, at Massachusetts, Oct 20, 2012
Longest punt: 81, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011 
Tackles: 1, at Florida, Sept 1, 2012 (0-1)
SENN, Paul     
Points scored: 6, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
Touchdowns: 1, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
All-purpose yards: 56, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
Punt returns: 1, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
Punt return yards: 56, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013
Long punt return: 56, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
Tackles: 5, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (2-3)
Tackles for loss: 3.0, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 (3-0)
Fumbles forced: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Fumbles recovered: 1, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
Blocked kicks: 1, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
SUTTON, Brian  
All-purpose yards: 18, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 
Punt returns: 1, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012 
Punt return yards: 8, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012
Kick returns: 1, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 ; URI, Sep 29, 2012 
Kick return yards: 18, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 (1 returns)
Long kick return: 18, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 
Tackles: 4, 4 times
Sacks: 1.0, Buffalo, Nov 23, 2012 (1-0)
Tackles for loss: 1.0, Buffalo, Nov 23, 2012 (1-0)
Pass breakups: 1, Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011 
Blocked kicks: 1, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012 
SWAN, Paul     
Tackles: 11, Toledo, Oct 15, 2011 (4-7)
Sacks: 1.0, Two times
Tackles for loss: 2.0, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 (2-0)
Fumbles forced: 1, IDAHO, Sep 08, 2012 
Fumbles recovered: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Pass breakups: 1, Two times
TATE, Tyler    
Points scored: 11, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
Kick PATs: 6, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 
Points by kicking: 11, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
Field goals made: 2, Three times
Field goal attempts: 3, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
Longest field goal: 45, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
THOMAS, Bryan  
Tackles: 5, Two times
Sacks: 2.0, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012 (2-0)
Tackles for loss: 2.0, Two times
Fumbles recovered: 1, Two times
TRUSS, Cameron 
All-purpose yards: 13, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011 
Interceptions: 1, Three times
Long interception return: 13, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011 
Tackles: 10, Three times
Tackles for loss: 1.0, Three times
Fumbles forced: 1, Two times
Fumbles recovered: 1, Buffalo, Nov 23, 2012 
Pass breakups: 3, Three times
Blocked kicks: 1, Marshall, Sep 18, 2010 
WALKER, Charlie
Tackles: 6, Two times
Sacks: 1.0, Two times
Tackles for loss: 2.0, vs San Jose State, Dec 27, 2012
Fumbles forced: 1, vs San Jose State, Dec 27, 2012 
Fumbles recovered: 1, at Kent State, Oct 29, 2011 
Pass breakups: 2, at Massachusetts, Oct 20, 2012 
WARD, Ryland   
Interceptions: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 
Tackles: 10, at Western Michigan, Oct 08, 2011 (6-4)
Tackles for loss: 1.0, Two times
Fumbles forced: 1, Two times
Fumbles recovered: 1, at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013 
Pass breakups: 2, Buffalo, Nov 23, 2012 
WATSON, Will
Punt returns: 1, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 
Tackles: 4, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (3-1)
Pass breakups: 2, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 
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A BG Player Returned a Kickoff for a Touchdown 
 BooBoo Gates (88 yards), vs. Toledo, Oct. 15, 2011
An Opposing Player Returned a Kickoff for a Touchdown 
 Travis Shelton (96 yards), Temple, Oct. 28, 2006
A BG Player Returned a Punt for a Touchdown
 Paul Senn (56 yards) at Indiana, Sept. 14, 2013
An Opposing Player Returned a Punt for a Touchdown: 
 LaVon Brazill (Ohio), 72 yards, Oct. 3, 2009
A BG Player Returned an Interception for a Touchdown 
 Dwayne Woods (48 yards) at UMass Oct. 20, 2012
An Opposing Player Returned an Interception  for a TD 
 Steven Means (Buffalo), 42 yards, Nov. 25, 2011
A BG Player Returned a Fumble for a Touchdown
 Chris Jones (23 yards), vs. Eastern Michigan, Oct. 27, 2012
An Opposing Player Returned a Fumble  for a TD 
 Marqueston Huff (WYO), 8 yards, Sept. 17, 2011
A BG Player Returned a Blocked Punt for a Touchdown
 Paul Senn at Indiana, Sept. 14, 2013
An Opposing Player Returned a Blocked Punt for a TD
 Jared Patterson (Buffalo), Sept. 9, 2006
A BG Player Rushed for 200 or more yards
 Willie Geter vs. Kent State, October 20, 2007 (22/203)
An Opponent Rushed for 200 or more yards 
 Dri Archer (KSU), Nov. 17, 2012 (17/241)
A BG Player Had Three Interceptions in a Game 
 Janssen Patton vs. Northern Illinois, Oct. 25, 2003
An Opposing Player Had Three Interceptions in a Game: 
 Jamie Silva (Boston College) Oct. 6, 2007
Two BG Players Rushed for 100 or more yards in a Game:  
 P.J. Pope (205)
 B.J. Lane (123) vs. Western Michigan, Nov. 6, 2004
 
Three BG Players Rushed for 100 or more yards in a Game:  
 Dave Windatt (139) 
 Mike Wright (131)
 Dave Cassell (125) vs. Toledo, Oct. 7, 1978
Two BG Players had 100 or more receiving yards
 Shaun Joplin (113)
 Ryan Burbrink (101) at Kent State, Sept. 7, 2013
Three BG Players had 100 or more receiving yards
 Corey Partridge (160)
 Steve Sanders (127)
 Charles Sharon (116) vs. Wisconsin, Sept. 3, 2005
A BG player had a safety
 Chris Jones vs. Idaho, Sept. 1, 2011
LONGEST TOUCHDOWN RUN
Yards Name/Opponent .............................................................. Year
96 Anthon Samuel vs. Miami ................................................2011
93 Mike McGee vs. Central Michigan ...................................1987
88 P.J. Pope vs. Western Michigan ......................................2004
89 Mike McGee vs. Ball State ..............................................1987
85 Tony Trent vs. Toledo .......................................................1964
LONGEST NON-SCORING RUN
Yards Name/Opponent .............................................................. Year
78 B.J. Lane vs. Ball State ...................................................2003
71 Chris Bullock vs. Akron ....................................................2009
65 Andy Sahm vs. Kansas ...................................................2002
64 Jeff Davis vs. Richmond ..................................................1984
61 Willie Geter vs. Toledo .....................................................2009
LONGEST TOUCHDOWN PASS
Yards Name/Opponent .............................................................. Year
96 Mark Miller to Dave Dudley vs. San Diego State .............1976
94 Eric Smith to Ronald Heard vs. Ohio ...............................1988
92 Matt Johnson to Ryan Burbrink vs. Kent State ................2013
91 Josh Harris to Charles Sharon vs. Kent State .................2003
90 Brian McClure to Stan Hunter vs. Cent. Michigan ...........1983
LONGEST NON-SCORING PASS
Yards Name/Opponent .............................................................. Year
78 Bob Niemet to Robert Redd vs. Akron .............................1998
77 Josh Harris to James Hawkins vs. Purdue ......................2003
76 Matt Schilz to Kamar Jorden vs. Miami ...........................2010
74 Vern Wireman to Bob Zimpfer vs. Utah State ..................1969
69 Mark Miller to John Park vs. Tenn.-Chattanooga .............1977
LONGEST kICkOFF RETURN
Yards Name/Opponent .............................................................. Year
94* Leon Weathersby vs. Western Michigan .........................1997
93* B.J. Lane vs. Ball State ...................................................2004
93* Roger Reynolds vs. Kent .................................................1961
90* Tony Bell vs. Dayton ........................................................1973
90* Chuck Comer vs. Delaware .............................................1959
LONGEST PUNT RETURN
Yards Name/Opponent .............................................................. Year
100* Courtney Davis vs. Kent ..................................................1996
91* Richard Lowry vs. Grosse Ile ...........................................1942
86* Bob Zimpfer vs. Ball State ...............................................1968
80* Booboo Gates vs. Rhode Island ......................................2012
79* Charles Sharon vs. Southeast Missouri ..........................2004
79 Corey Partridge vs. Temple .............................................2005
LONGEST PASS INTERCEPTION
Yds. Name/Opponent .............................................................. Year
90* Rodney Lash vs. Toledo ..................................................1948
88 Julius Livas vs. Miami ......................................................1971
82* Robert Lorenzi vs. Buffalo ...............................................2010
80* Melvin Marshall vs. Brigham Young .................................1983
78* Dwayne Woods vs. Marshall ...........................................2010
*returned for touchdown
LONGEST PUNT
Yds. Name/Opponent .............................................................. Year
95 Macs Leitman vs. Bluffton ................................................1928
81 Brian Schmiedebusch vs. Idaho ......................................2011
81 Cris Shale vs. Ohio ..........................................................1990
79 Nick Iovinelli vs. Pittsburgh ..............................................2008
79 Jim Phelps vs. Toledo ......................................................1982
LONGEST FIELD GOAL
Yds. Name/Opponent .............................................................. Year
60 Derek Schorejs vs. Toledo ...............................................1995
56 Gehad Youssef vs. Western Michigan .............................1983
52 Shaun Suisham vs. Ohio .................................................2004
52 Derek Schorejs vs. Akron ................................................1995
51 Brian Leaver vs. Miami ....................................................1994
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2013 STATS
SCHEDULE/RESULTS/RECORD
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Game Results (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
Date Opponent Score Overall Conference Time Attend
Aug 29, 2013 TULSA W 34-7 1-0 0-0 3:24 18142
*Sep 07, 2013 at Kent State W 41-22 2-0 1-0 3:10 22758
Sep 14, 2013 at Indiana  L 10-42 2-1 1-0 3:30 41869
Sep 21, 2013 MURRAY STATE W 48-7 3-1 1-0 3:06 16094
*Sep 28, 2013 AKRON W 31-14 4-1 2-0 3:11 13262
TEAM STATISTICS
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Overall Team Statistics (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
Team Statistics BGSU OPP
SCORING 164 92
  Points Per Game 32.8 18.4
FIRST DOWNS 127 88
  R u s h i n g 54 27
  P a s s i n g 68 51
  P e n a l t y 5 10
RUSHING YARDAGE 1037 718
  Yards gained rushing 1130 816
  Yards lost rushing 93 98
  Rushing Attempts 221 157
  Average Per Rush 4.7 4.6
  Average Per Game 207.4 143.6
  TDs Rushing 12 7
PASSING YARDAGE 1400 1066
  C o m p - A t t - I n t 105-160-3 98-166-0
  Average Per Pass 8.8 6.4
  Average Per Catch 13.3 10.9
  Average Per Game 280.0 213.2
  TDs Passing 7 6
TOTAL OFFENSE 2437 1784
  Total Plays 381 323
  Average Per Play 6.4 5.5
  Average Per Game 487.4 356.8
KICK RETURNS: #-Yards 8-157 21-427
PUNT RETURNS: #-Yards 8-143 5-22
INT RETURNS: #-Yards 0-0 3-25
KICK RETURN AVERAGE 19.6 20.3
PUNT RETURN AVERAGE 17.9 4.4
INT RETURN AVERAGE 0.0 8.3
FUMBLES-LOST 4-1 6-6
PENALTIES-Yards 29-280 22-147
  Average Per Game 56.0 29.4
PUNTS-Yards 18-714 25-954
  Average Per Punt 39.7 38.2
  Net punt average 35.1 30.0
KICKOFFS-Yards 32-1944 17-1068
  Average Per Kick 60.8 62.8
  Net kick average 52.2 40.4
TIME OF POSSESSION/Game  3 6 : 2 6  2 3 : 3 4
3RD-DOWN Conversions 34/69 30/70
  3rd-Down Pct 49% 43%
4TH-DOWN Conversions 3/7 1/7
  4th-Down Pct 43% 14%
SACKS BY-Yards 9-49 12-54
MISC YARDS 0 0
TOUCHDOWNS SCORED 21 13
FIELD GOALS-ATTEMPTS 6-8 0-4
ON-SIDE KICKS 0-0 0-1
RED-ZONE SCORES (22-26) 85% (8-17) 47%
RED-ZONE TOUCHDOWNS (17-26) 65% (8-17) 47%
PAT-ATTEMPTS (20-21) 95% (12-12) 100%
ATTENDANCE 47498 64627
  Games/Avg Per Game 3/15833 2/32314
  Neutral Site Games 0/0
Score by Quarters 1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Total
Bowling Green 26 51 45 42 0 164
Opponents 29 28 14 21 0 92
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2013 GAME-BY-GAME STATISTICS
OFFENSE
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Team Game-by-Game (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
TEAM STATISTICS
Rushing Receiving Passing Kick Returns Punt Returns tot
Date Opponent no. yds td lg no. yds td lg cmp-att-int yds td lg no. yds td lg no. yds td lg off
Aug 29 TULSA 53 233 3 37 12 163 0 21 12-28-1 163 0 21 1 29 0 29 3 76 1 67 396
Sep 07 at Kent State 46 219 3 27 19 357 2 92 19-25-0 357 2 92 3 69 0 29 2 5 0 4 576
Sep 14 at Indiana 36 136 0 13 28 273 0 28 28-51-1 273 0 28 2 30 0 30 1 56 1 56 409
Sep 21 MURRAY STATE 42 282 4 31 28 378 3 37 28-32-1 378 3 37 2 29 0 19 2 6 0 3 660
Sep 28 AKRON 44 167 2 32 18 229 2 30 18-24-0 229 2 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 396
Bowling Green 221 1037 12 37 105 1400 7 92 105-160-3 1400 7 92 8 157 0 30 8 143 2 67 2437
Opponents 157 718 7 60 98 1066 6 51 98-166-0 1066 6 51 21 427 0 30 5 22 0 14 1784
 Games played: 5
 Avg per rush: 4.7
 Avg per catch: 13.3
 Pass efficiency: 149.81
 Kick ret avg: 19.6
 Punt ret avg: 17.9
 All purpose avg/game: 547.4
 Total offense avg/gm: 487.4
Tackles Sacks Fumble Pass Defense Blkd PAT Attempts
Date Opponent ua a total tfl-yds no-yds ff fr-yds int-yds qbh brup kick kick rush rcv saf pts
Aug 29 TULSA 37 26 63 5.0-11 1.0-2 1 2-0 0-0 3 4 0 4-4 0 0 0 34
Sep 07 at Kent State 38 14 52 6.0-21 2.0-13 0 1-0 0-0 4 2 0 5-5 0 0 0 41
Sep 14 at Indiana 49 18 67 13.0-45 4.0-24 1 2-0 0-0 0 2 1 1-1 0 0 0 10
Sep 21 MURRAY STATE 41 32 73 7.0-23 2.0-10 1 1-0 0-0 0 1 0 6-7 0 0 0 48
Sep 28 AKRON 40 16 56 3.0-7 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 2 5 0 4-4 0 0 0 31
Bowling Green 205 106 311 34.0-107 9.0-49 3 6-0 0-0 9 14 1 20-21 0 0 0 164
Opponents 219 176 395 28.0-89 12.0-54 3 1-0 3-25 4 20 0 12-12 1 0 0 92
Punting Field Goals Kickoffs
Date Opponent no. yds avg long blkd tb fc 50+ i20 md-att long blkd no. yds avg tb ob
Aug 29 TULSA 7 275 39.3 44 0 1 2 0 4 2-2 34 0 7 409 58.4 1 0
Sep 07 at Kent State 3 108 36.0 50 0 0 0 1 1 2-2 41 0 8 501 62.6 2 0
Sep 14 at Indiana 2 88 44.0 46 0 1 1 0 0 1-3 45 0 3 189 63.0 0 0
Sep 21 MURRAY STATE 2 73 36.5 38 0 1 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 8 470 58.8 4 0
Sep 28 AKRON 4 170 42.5 48 0 0 0 0 1 1-1 29 0 6 375 62.5 3 0
Bowling Green 18 714 39.7 50 0 3 3 1 6 6-8 45 0 32 1944 60.8 10 0
Opponents 25 954 38.2 62 1 3 7 4 6 0-4 0 0 17 1068 62.8 9 0
DEFENSE
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Team Game-by-Game (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
TEAM STATISTICS
Rushing Receiving Passing Kick Returns Punt Returns tot
Date Opponent no. yds td lg no. yds td lg cmp-att-int yds td lg no. yds td lg no. yds td lg off
Aug 29 TULSA 53 233 3 37 12 163 0 21 12-28-1 163 0 21 1 29 0 29 3 76 1 67 396
Sep 07 at Kent State 46 219 3 27 19 357 2 92 19-25-0 357 2 92 3 69 0 29 2 5 0 4 5 6
Sep 14 at Indiana 36 36 0 13 28 273 0 28 28-51-1 273 0 28 2 30 0 30 1 56 1 56 409
Sep 21 MURRAY STATE 42 282 4 31 28 378 3 37 28-32-1 378 3 37 2 29 0 19 2 6 0 3 660
Sep 28 AKRON 44 167 2 32 18 229 2 30 18-24-0 229 2 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 396
Bowling Green 221 1037 12 37 105 1400 7 92 105-160-3 1400 7 92 8 157 0 30 8 143 2 67 2437
Opponents 157 718 7 60 98 1066 6 51 98-166-0 1066 6 51 21 427 0 30 5 22 0 14 1784
 Gam s played: 5
 Avg per rush: 4.7
 Avg per catch: 13.3
 Pass efficiency: 149.81
 Kick ret avg: 19.6
 Punt ret avg: 17.9
 All purpose avg/game: 547.4
 Total offens  avg/gm: 487.4
Tackles Sacks Fumble Pass Defense Blkd PAT Attempts
Date Opponent ua a total tfl-yds no-yds ff fr-yds int-yds qbh brup kick kick rush rcv saf pts
Aug 29 TULSA 37 26 3 5. -11 1.0-2 1 2-0 0-0 3 4 0 4-4 0 0 0 34
Sep 07 at Kent State 38 14 52 6.0-21 2.0-13 0 1-0 0-0 4 2 0 5-5 0 0 0 1
Sep 14 at Indiana 49 18 67 13.0-45 4.0-24 1 2-0 0-0 0 2 1 -1 0 0 0 10
Sep 21 MURRAY STATE 41 32 73 7.0-23 2.0-10 1 1-0 0-0 0 1 0 6-7 0 0 0 48
Sep 28 AKRON 40 16 56 3.0-7 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 2 5 0 4-4 0 0 0 31
Bowling Gree 205 106 311 34.0-107 9.0-49 3 6-0 -0 9 14 1 20-21 0 0 0 164
Opponents 219 176 5 28.0-89 12.0-54 3 1-0 3-25 4 20 0 12-12 1 0 0 92
Punting Field Goals Kickoffs
Date Opponent no. yds avg long blkd tb fc 5 + i20 md-att long blkd no. yds avg tb ob
Aug 29 TULSA 7 275 39.3 44 0 1 2 0 4 2-2 34 0 7 409 58.4 1 0
Sep 07 at Kent State 3 08 36.0 50 0 0 0 1 1 2-2 41 0 8 501 62.6 2 0
Sep 14 at Indiana 2 88 44.0 46 0 1 1 0 0 1-3 45 0 3 1 9 63.0 0 0
Sep 21 MURRAY STATE 2 73 36.5 38 0 1 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 8 470 58.8 4 0
Sep 28 AKRON 4 170 42.5 48 0 0 0 0 1 1-1 29 0 6 375 62.5 3 0
Bowling Green 18 714 39.7 50 0 3 3 1 6 6-8 45 0 32 1944 60.8 10 0
Opponents 25 954 38.2 62 1 3 7 4 6 0-4 0 0 17 1068 62.8 9 0
RED ZONE
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Red-Zone Results (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
Bowling Green Inside Opponent Red-Zone
Times Times Total Rush Pass FGs Failed to score inside RZ
Date Opponent Score In RZ Scored Pts TDs TDs TDs Made FGA Down Int Fumb Half Game
Aug 29, 2013 TULSA W 34-7 5 5 27 3 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sep 07, 2013 at Kent State W 41-22 6 6 34 4 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sep 14, 2013 at Indiana L 10-42 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
Sep 21, 2013 MURRAY STATE W 48-7 7 7 48 7 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sep 28, 2013 AKRON W 31-14 5 4 24 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 26 22 133 17 12 5 5 1 2 0 0 1 0
22 of 26 (84.6%)
Opponents Inside Bowling Green Red-Zone
Times Times Total Rush Pass FGs Failed to score inside RZ
Date Opponent Score In RZ Scored Pts TDs TDs TDs Made FGA Down Int Fumb Half Game
Aug 29, 2013 TULSA W 34-7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
Sep 07, 2013 at Kent State W 41-22 2 2 14 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sep 14, 2013 at Indiana L 10-42 7 4 28 4 3 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0
Sep 21, 2013 MURRAY STATE W 48-7 3 1 7 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Sep 28, 2013 AKRON W 31-14 2 1 7 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 17 8 56 8 6 2 0 4 2 0 3 0 0
8 of 17 (47.1%)
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2013 OPPONENT GAME-BY-GAME STATISTICS
OFFENSE
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Opponent Game-by-Game (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
OPPONENT STATISTICS
Rushing Receiving Passing Kick Returns Punt Returns tot
Date Opponent no. yds td lg no. yds td lg cmp-att-int yds td lg no. yds td lg no. yds td lg off
Aug 29 TULSA 24 51 0 7 20 222 1 37 20-41-0 222 1 37 6 120 0 29 3 15 0 14 273
Sep 07 at Kent State 28 138 1 42 15 164 2 42 15-28-0 164 2 42 6 130 0 24 0 0 0 0 302
Sep 14 at Indiana 48 266 4 60 17 335 2 48 17-26-0 335 2 48 3 72 0 30 0 0 0 0 601
Sep 21 MURRAY STATE 32 166 1 29 24 146 0 18 24-34-0 146 0 18 3 52 0 26 0 0 0 0 312
Sep 28 AKRON 25 97 1 11 22 199 1 51 22-37-0 199 1 51 3 53 0 22 2 7 0 5 296
Opponents 157 718 7 60 98 1066 6 51 98-166-0 1066 6 51 21 427 0 30 5 22 0 14 1784
Bowling Green 221 1037 12 37 105 1400 7 92 105-160-3 1400 7 92 8 157 0 30 8 143 2 67 2437
 Games played: 5
 Avg per rush: 4.6
 Avg per catch: 10.9
 Pass efficiency: 124.91
 Kick ret avg: 20.3
 Punt ret avg: 4.4
 All purpose avg/game: 451.6
 Total offense avg/gm: 356.8
Tackles Sacks Fumble Pass Defense Blkd PAT Attempts
Date Opponent ua a total tfl-yds no-yds ff fr-yds int-yds qbh brup kick kick rush rcv saf pts
Aug 29 TULSA 42 42 84 7.0-14 1.0-3 0 0-0 1-11 3 4 0 1-1 0 0 0 7
Sep 07 at Kent State 42 38 80 7.0-24 3.0-15 0 0-0 0-0 1 1 0 2-2 1 0 0 22
Sep 14 at Indiana 53 20 73 5.0-16 2.0-8 1 1-0 1-0 0 12 0 6-6 0 0 0 42
Sep 21 MURRAY STATE 46 38 84 2.0-4 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-14 0 2 0 1-1 0 0 0 7
Sep 28 AKRON 36 38 74 7.0-31 6.0-28 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 2-2 0 0 0 14
Opponents 219 176 395 28.0-89 12.0-54 3 1-0 3-25 4 20 0 12-12 1 0 0 92
Bowling Green 205 106 311 34.0-107 9.0-49 3 6-0 0-0 9 14 1 20-21 0 0 0 164
Punting Field Goals Kickoffs
Date Opponent no. yds avg long blkd tb fc 50+ i20 md-att long blkd no. yds avg tb ob
Aug 29 TULSA 7 267 38.1 43 0 0 3 0 1 0-2 0 0 2 130 65.0 1 0
Sep 07 at Kent State 6 282 47.0 62 0 1 2 3 2 0-0 0 0 4 258 64.5 1 0
Sep 14 at Indiana 1 0 0.0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 6 385 64.2 4 0
Sep 21 MURRAY STATE 6 259 43.2 46 0 1 0 0 2 0-1 0 0 2 100 50.0 0 0
Sep 28 AKRON 5 146 29.2 53 0 1 2 1 1 0-1 0 0 3 195 65.0 3 0
Opponents 25 954 38.2 62 1 3 7 4 6 0-4 0 0 17 1068 62.8 9 0
Bowling Green 18 714 39.7 50 0 3 3 1 6 6-8 45 0 32 1944 60.8 10 0
DEFENSE
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Opponent Game-by-Game (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
OPPONENT STATISTICS
Rushing Receiving Passing Kick Returns Punt Returns tot
Date Opponent no. yds td lg no. yds td lg cmp-att-int yds td lg no. yds td lg no. yds td lg off
Aug 29 TULSA 24 51 0 7 0 222 1 37 0-41-0 222 1 37 6 120 0 9 3 15 0 14 273
Sep 07 at Kent State 28 38 1 42 15 1 4 2 42 15-28-0 1 4 2 42 6 130 0 24 0 0 0 0 302
Sep 14 at Indiana 48 266 4 60 17 335 2 48 17-26-0 335 2 48 3 2 0 30 0 0 0 0 601
Sep 21 MURRAY STATE 32 166 1 29 24 146 0 18 24-34-0 146 0 18 3 52 0 26 0 0 0 0 312
Sep 28 AKRON 25 97 1 11 22 199 1 51 22-37-0 199 1 51 3 53 0 22 2 7 0 5 296
Opponents 157 718 7 60 98 1066 6 51 98-166-0 1066 6 51 21 427 0 30 5 22 0 14 1784
Bowling Green 221 1037 12 37 105 1400 7 92 105-160-3 1400 7 92 8 157 0 30 8 143 2 67 2437
 Gam s played: 5
 Avg per rush: .6
 Avg per catch: 10.9
 Pass efficiency: 124.91
 Kick ret avg: 20.3
 Punt ret avg: 4.4
 All purpose avg/game: 451.6
 Total offens  avg/gm: 356.8
Tackles Sacks Fumble Pass Defense Blkd PAT Attempts
Date Opponent ua a total tfl-yds no-yds ff fr-yds int-yds qbh brup kick kick rush rcv saf pts
Aug 29 TULSA 42 42 84 7.0- 4 1.0-3 0 0-0 1-11 3 4 0 1-1 0 0 0 7
Sep 07 at Kent State 42 38 80 7.0-24 3.0-15 0 0-0 0-0 1 1 0 2-2 1 0 0 2
Sep 14 at Indiana 3 20 73 5.0-16 2.0-8 1 1-0 1-0 0 12 0 6-6 0 0 0 2
Sep 21 MURRAY STATE 46 38 84 2.0-4 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-14 0 2 0 1-1 0 0 0 7
Sep 28 AKRON 36 38 74 7.0-31 6.0-28 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 2-2 0 0 0 14
Opponents 219 176 395 28.0-89 12.0-54 3 1-0 3-25 4 20 0 12-12 1 0 0 92
Bowling Green 205 106 11 34.0-107 9.0-49 3 6-0 0-0 9 14 1 20-21 0 0 0 164
Punting Field Goals Kickoffs
Date Opponent no. yds avg long blkd tb fc 5 + i 0 md-att long blkd no. yds avg tb ob
Aug 29 TULSA 7 2 7 38.1 43 0 0 3 0 1 0-2 0 0 2 130 65.0 1 0
Sep 07 at Kent State 6 282 47.0 62 0 1 2 3 2 0-0 0 0 4 258 64.5 1 0
Sep 14 at Indiana 1 0 0.0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 6 385 64.2 4 0
Sep 21 MURRAY STATE 6 259 43.2 46 0 1 0 0 2 0-1 0 0 2 100 50.0 0 0
Sep 28 AKRON 5 146 29.2 53 0 1 2 1 1 0-1 0 0 3 195 65.0 3 0
Opponents 25 954 38.2 62 1 3 7 4 6 0-4 0 0 17 1068 62.8 9 0
Bowling Green 18 714 39.7 50 0 3 3 1 6 6-8 45 0 32 1944 60.8 10 0
RED ZONE
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Re -Zo e Results (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
Bowling Green Inside Opponent Red-Zone
Times Times To al Rush Pass FGs Failed to score inside RZ
Date Opponent Score In RZ Scored Pts TDs TDs TDs Made FGA Down Int Fumb Half Game
Aug 29, 2013 TULSA W 34-7 5 5 27 3 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sep 07, 2013 at Kent State W 41-22 6 6 34 4 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sep 14, 2013 at Indiana L 10-42 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
Sep 21, 2013 MURRAY STATE W 48-7 7 7 48 7 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 28, 2013 AKRON W 31-14 4 24 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 1
Totals 26 22 133 17 12 5 5 1 2 0 0 1 0
22 of 26 (84.6%)
Opponents Inside Bowling Green Red-Zone
Times Times Total Rush Pass FGs Failed to score inside RZ
Date Opponent Score In RZ Scored Pts TDs TDs TDs Made FGA Down Int Fumb Half Game
Aug 29, 2013 TULSA W 34-7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
Sep 07, 2013 at Kent State W 41-22 2 2 14 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sep 14, 2013 at Indiana L 10-42 7 4 28 4 3 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0
Sep 21, 2013 MURRAY STATE W 48-7 3 1 7 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Sep 28, 2013 AKRON W 31-14 2 1 7 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 17 8 56 8 6 2 0 4 2 0 3 0 0
8 of 17 (47.1%)
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2013 TEAM COMPARISON GAME-BY-GAME
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Team Game-by-Game Comparison (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
First Downs Rushing Passing Total Offense Return Turn-
Opponent Score Total Rush Pass Pen Number-Yards Comp-Att-Int Yards Plays-Yards Yards Overs
TULSA 34 - 7 23 / 12 13 / 2 9 / 9 1 / 1 53-233 / 24-51 12-28-1 / 20-41-0 163 / 222 81-396 / 65-273 105 / 146 1 / 2
Kent State 41 - 22 26 / 15 11 / 6 15 / 8 0 / 1 46-219 / 28-138 19-25-0 / 15-28-0 357 / 164 71-576 / 56-302 74 / 130 0 / 1
Indiana 10 - 42 24 / 25 8 / 8 14 / 15 2 / 2 36-136 / 48-266 28-51-1 / 17-26-0 273 / 335 87-409 / 74-601 86 / 72 2 / 2
MURRAY STATE 48 - 7 32 / 17 13 / 7 18 / 7 1 / 3 42-282 / 32-166 28-32-1 / 24-34-0 378 / 146 74-660 / 66-312 35 / 66 1 / 1
AKRON 31 - 14 22 / 19 9 / 4 12 / 12 1 / 3 44-167 / 25-97 18-24-0 / 22-37-0 229 / 199 68-396 / 62-296 0 / 60 0 / 0
Totals 164 - 92 127 / 88 54 / 27 68 / 51 5 / 10 221-1037 / 157-718 105-160-3 / 98-166-0 1400 / 1066 381-2437 / 323-1784 300 / 474 4 / 6
3rd Down 4th Down Time of TOP Avg Avg Avg Punting Penalties
Opponent Conversions Conversions Possession Margin Yds/Rush Yds/Pass Yds/Play Number-Avg Number-Yards Sacks
TULSA 3-13 / 6-17 1-1 / 0-2 38:47 / 21:13  1 7 : 3 4 4.4 / 2.1 5.8 / 5.4 4.9 / 4.2 7-39.3 / 7-38.1 6-60 / 4-25 1 / 1
Kent State 6-12 / 6-13 0-0 / 0-0 36:32 / 23:28  1 3 : 0 4 4.8 / 4.9 14.3 / 5.9 8.1 / 5.4 3-36.0 / 6-47.0 5-40 / 2-10 2 / 3
Indiana 8-20 / 8-13 2-6 / 0-3 35:13 / 24:47  1 0 : 2 6 3.8 / 5.5 5.4 / 12.9 4.7 / 8.1 2-44.0 / 1-0.0 6-50 / 6-45 4 / 2
MURRAY STATE 8-10 / 4-14 0-0 / 1-1 35:35 / 24:25  1 1 : 1 0 6.7 / 5.2 11.8 / 4.3 8.9 / 4.7 2-36.5 / 6-43.2 7-72 / 8-57 2 / 0
AKRON 9-14 / 6-13 0-0 / 0-1 36:03 / 23:57  1 2 : 0 6 3.8 / 3.9 9.5 / 5.4 5.8 / 4.8 4-42.5 / 5-29.2 5-58 / 2-10 0 / 6
Totals 34-69 / 30-70 3-7 / 1-7 182:10 / 117:50  6 4 : 2 0 4.7 / 4.6 8.8 / 6.4 6.4 / 5.5 18-39.7 / 25-38.2 29-280 / 22-147 9 / 12
Note: Game totals are displayed in the format TEAM/OPPONENT for each category
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2013 INDIVIDUAL STATS
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Overall Individual Statistics (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
Rushing gp att gain loss net avg td lg avg/g
GREENE, Travis  5 98 566 15 551 5.6 3 32 110.2
GIVENS, Andre  4 20 109 2 107 5.3 2 18 26.8
COPPET, Fred  3 19 106 3 103 5.4 0 18 34.3
JOHNSON, Matt  5 40 157 58 99 2.5 1 19 19.8
MOORE, Ronnie  5 7 77 0 77 11.0 0 37 15.4
HOUSTON, W.  5 28 79 5 74 2.6 6 8 14.8
HOPGOOD, Jordan  4 2 28 0 28 14.0 0 25 7.0
KNAPKE, James  3 1 6 0 6 6.0 0 6 2.0
SCHILZ, Matt  4 2 2 3 -1 -0.5 0 2 -0.2
TEAM  4 4 0 7 -7 -1.8 0 0 -1.8
Total  5 221 1130 93 1037 4.7 12 37 207.4
Opponents  5 157 816 98 718 4.6 7 60 143.6
Passing gp effic comp-att-int pct yds td lg avg/g
JOHNSON, Matt  5 151.48 92-138-3 66.7 1229 6 92 245.8
SCHILZ, Matt  4 102.35 9-17-0 52.9 100 0 19 25.0
KNAPKE, James  3 331.60 4-4-0 100.0 71 1 33 23.7
TEAM  4 0.00 0-1-0 0.0 0 0 0 0.0
Total  5 149.81 105-160-3 65.6 1400 7 92 280.0
Opponents  5 124.91 98-166-0 59.0 1066 6 51 213.2
Receiving gp no. yds avg td lg avg/g
JOPLIN, Shaun  5 23 388 16.9 1 35 77.6
GALLON, Chris  5 23 221 9.6 2 21 44.2
BAYER, Alex  5 16 179 11.2 0 37 35.8
BURBRINK, Ryan  5 12 207 17.2 1 92 41.4
GREENE, Travis  5 9 117 13.0 1 30 23.4
MOORE, Ronnie  5 8 84 10.5 1 18 16.8
BECK, Tyler  5 4 75 18.8 0 41 15.0
COHEN, Jared  5 4 49 12.2 1 19 9.8
POHLMAN, Chris  5 3 50 16.7 0 33 10.0
HOPGOOD, Jordan  4 1 15 15.0 0 15 3.8
COBY, Herve  5 1 12 12.0 0 12 2.4
GIVENS, Andre  4 1 3 3.0 0 3 0.8
Total  5 105 1400 13.3 7 92 280.0
Opponents  5 98 1066 10.9 6 51 213.2
Punt Returns no. yds avg td lg
BURBRINK, Ryan 7 87 12.4 1 67
SENN, Paul 1 56 56.0 1 56
Total 8 143 17.9 2 67
Opponents 5 22 4.4 0 14
Interceptions no. yds avg td lg
Total 0 0 0.0 0 0
Opponents 3 25 8.3 0 14
Kick Returns no. yds avg td lg
MOORE, Ronnie 5 107 21.4 0 30
GATES, BooBoo 2 40 20.0 0 23
POHLMAN, Chris 1 10 10.0 0 10
Total 8 157 19.6 0 30
Opponents 21 427 20.3 0 30
Fumble Returns no. yds avg td lg
Total 0 0 0.0 0 0
Opponents 0 0 0.0 0 0
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Bowling Green Overall Individual Statistics (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
PAT
Scoring td fg kick rush rcv pass dxp saf pts
TATE, Tyler - 6-8 20-21 - - - - - 38
HOUSTON, W. 6 - - - - - - - 36
GREENE, Travis 4 - - - - - - - 24
GALLON, Chris 2 - - - - - - - 12
GIVENS, Andre 2 - - - - - - - 12
BURBRINK, Ryan 2 - - - - - - - 12
JOHNSON, Matt 1 - - - - - - - 6
COHEN, Jared 1 - - - - - - - 6
JOPLIN, Shaun 1 - - - - - - - 6
SENN, Paul 1 - - - - - - - 6
MOORE, Ronnie 1 - - - - - - - 6
Total 21 6-8 20-21 - - - - - 164
Opponents 13 0-4 12-12 1-1 - - - - 92
Total Offense g plays rush pass total avg/g
JOHNSON, Matt 5 178 99 1229 1328 265.6
GREENE, Travis 5 98 551 0 551 110.2
GIVENS, Andre 4 20 107 0 107 26.8
COPPET, Fred 3 19 103 0 103 34.3
SCHILZ, Matt 4 19 -1 100 99 24.8
MOORE, Ronnie 5 7 77 0 77 15.4
KNAPKE, James 3 5 6 71 77 25.7
HOUSTON, W. 5 28 74 0 74 14.8
HOPGOOD, Jordan 4 2 28 0 28 7.0
TEAM 4 5 -7 0 -7 -1.8
Total 5 381 1037 1400 2437 487.4
Opponents 5 323 718 1066 1784 356.8
Field Goals fg pct. 01-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-99 lg blk
TATE, Tyler 6-8 75.0 0-0 2-2 2-3 2-3 0-0 45 0
FG Sequence Bowling Green Opponents
Tulsa (34),(28) 37,34
Kent State (30),(41) -
Indiana 47,(45),33 -
Murray State - 33
Akron (29) 17
Numbers in (parentheses) indicate field goal was made.
Punting no. yds avg lg tb fc i20 50+ blk
SCHMIEDEBUSCH 18 714 39.7 50 3 3 6 1 0
Total 18 714 39.7 50 3 3 6 1 0
Opponents 25 954 38.2 62 3 7 6 4 1
Kickoffs no. yds avg tb ob retn net ydln
FARINELLA, A. 32 1944 60.8 10 0
Total 32 1944 60.8 10 0 20.3 39.6 25
Opponents 17 1068 62.8 9 0 19.6 40.4 24
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Bowling Green Overall Individual Statistics (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
All Purpose g rush rcv pr kr ir total avg/g
GREENE, Travis 5 551 117 0 0 0 668 133.6
JOPLIN, Shaun 5 0 388 0 0 0 388 77.6
BURBRINK, Rya 5 0 207 87 0 0 294 58.8
MOORE, Ronnie 5 77 84 0 107 0 268 53.6
GALLON, Chris 5 0 221 0 0 0 221 44.2
BAYER, Alex 5 0 179 0 0 0 179 35.8
GIVENS, Andre 4 107 3 0 0 0 110 27.5
COPPET, Fred 3 103 0 0 0 0 103 34.3
JOHNSON, Matt 5 99 0 0 0 0 99 19.8
BECK, Tyler 5 0 75 0 0 0 75 15.0
HOUSTON, W. 5 74 0 0 0 0 74 14.8
POHLMAN, Chri 5 0 50 0 10 0 60 12.0
SENN, Paul 5 0 0 56 0 0 56 11.2
COHEN, Jared 5 0 49 0 0 0 49 9.8
HOPGOOD, Jor 4 28 15 0 0 0 43 10.8
GATES, BooBoo 5 0 0 0 40 0 40 8.0
COBY, Herve 5 0 12 0 0 0 12 2.4
KNAPKE, James 3 6 0 0 0 0 6 2.0
SCHILZ, Matt 4 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 -0.2
TEAM 4 -7 0 0 0 0 -7 -1.8
Total 5 1037 1400 143 157 0 2737 547.4
Opponents 5 718 1066 22 427 25 2258 451.6
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Bowling Green Overall Defensive Statistics (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
Tackles Sacks Pass defense Fumbles blkd
# Defensive Leaders gp ua a tot tfl/yds no-yds int-yds brup qbh rcv-yds ff kick saf
7 LYNCH, D.J. 5 19 11 30 3.0-13 1.0-8 . . . . . . .
24 GATES, BooBoo 5 24 4 28 3.0-5 . . . . 1-0 2 . .
15 WARD, Ryland 5 19 5 24 1.0-3 . . 2 . 1-0 . . .
33 SWAN, Paul 5 11 11 22 1.0-3 . . 1 . 1-0 . . .
8 TRUSS, Cameron 5 15 5 20 . . . 1 . . . . .
23 FOSTER, Aaron 5 15 5 20 1.0-4 . . 4 . 1-0 . . .
11 MARTIN, Gabe 4 14 4 18 2.0-7 1.0-5 . 1 3 . . . .
30 SENN, Paul 5 9 7 16 3.5-7 . . . . 1-0 1 1 .
93 OUELLET, Ted 4 8 4 12 1.0-5 1.0-5 . . 3 . . . .
88 MONTGOMERY, K. 5 9 3 12 3.0-10 2.0-9 . . 2 . . . .
96 GOBLE, Ronnie 5 4 6 10 1.0-3 . . . . . . . .
43 THOMAS, Bryan 5 6 3 9 2.0-6 . . . . . . . .
14 ADJEI-BARIMAH 5 5 4 9 2.0-9 1.0-4 . 1 . . . . .
90 CAMPBELL, J. 5 4 5 9 0.5-1 . . . . . . . .
22 PETTUS, Josh 2 7 1 8 2.0-6 . . . . . . . .
21 WATSON, Will 5 5 2 7 . . . 2 . . . . .
92 COLVIN, Zach 5 4 2 6 2.0-2 . . . 1 . . . .
51 ROYSTER, Taylor 5 4 2 6 3.0-15 2.0-14 . . . . . . .
5 MOORE, Ronnie 5 3 3 6 . . . . . . . . .
3 SUTTON, Brian 5 2 3 5 . . . . . . . . .
46 WALKER, Charlie 3 3 1 4 . . . . . . . . .
34 OSBORNE, Victor 5 . 4 4 0.5-1 . . . . . . . .
99 BAIRD, Bryan 4 3 1 4 1.0-4 1.0-4 . . . . . . .
28 BROWN, Coy 5 1 2 3 . . . . . . . . .
39 FORD, Justin 5 3 . 3 1.0-1 . . 1 . . . . .
50 LUNSFORD, Izaah 3 . 2 2 . . . . . . . . .
26 MACK, Alphonso 2 1 1 2 . . . . . . . . .
45 CROLEY, J. 2 2 . 2 . . . . . . . . .
54 MINNS, Mike 5 . 2 2 0.5-2 . . . . . . . .
82 BAYER, Alex 5 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . .
6 GALLON, Chris 5 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . .
48 HOHENSTEIN, G. 5 . 1 1 . . . . . . . . .
61 BUSH, Terrance 2 . 1 1 . . . 1 . . . . .
42 POHLMAN, Chris 5 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . .
17 BURBRINK, Ryan 5 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . .
64 FRY, Johnathan 1 . 1 1 . . . . . . . . .
4 HOPGOOD, Jordan 4 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . .
TM TEAM 4 . . . . . . . . 1-0 . . .
Total 5 205 106 311 34-107 9-49 . 14 9 6-0 3 1 .
Opponents 5 219 176 395 28-89 12-54 3-25 20 4 1-0 3 . .
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Bowling Green Rushing/Receiving Game-by-Game (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
RUSHING No-Yds/TD TLS KENT IND MUR AKRON
GREENE, Travis RB 98-551/3 22-88/0 24-145/1 11-43/0 17-133/1 24-142/1
GIVENS, Andre RB 20-107/2 DNP 6-21/1 3-15/0 8-47/1 3-24/0
COPPET, Fred RB 19-103/0 8-27/0 4-36/0 7-40/0 DNP DNP
JOHNSON, Matt QB 40-99/1 9-50/0 8-17/0 8-12/0 5-40/1 10--20/0
MOORE, Ronnie WR 7-77/0 2-42/0 1-5/0 2-15/0 1-8/0 1-7/0
HOUSTON, W. RB 28-74/6 10-29/3 2--3/1 4-8/0 7-24/1 5-16/1
HOPGOOD, Jordan RB 2-28/0 - DNP 1-3/0 1-25/0 -
KNAPKE, James QB 1-6/0 - DNP DNP 1-6/0 -
SCHILZ, Matt QB 2--1/0 - - - 2--1/0 DNP
TEAM 4--7/0 2--3/0 1--2/0 - DNP 1--2/0
RECEIVING No-Yds/TD TLS KENT IND MUR AKRON
JOPLIN, Shaun WR 23-388/1 2-40/0 6-113/0 7-104/0 3-53/0 5-78/1
GALLON, Chris WR 23-221/2 3-31/0 4-45/0 8-82/0 5-36/2 3-27/0
BURBRINK, Ryan WR 12-207/1 2-24/0 2-101/1 3-29/0 2-25/0 3-28/0
BAYER, Alex TE 16-179/0 1-12/0 4-52/0 4-25/0 4-65/0 3-25/0
GREENE, Travis RB 9-117/1 - - 3-12/0 2-34/0 4-71/1
MOORE, Ronnie WR 8-84/1 1-18/0 1--2/0 1-5/0 5-63/1 -
BECK, Tyler TE 4-75/0 2-25/0 1-41/0 - 1-9/0 -
POHLMAN, Chris FB 3-50/0 1-13/0 - 1-4/0 1-33/0 -
COHEN, Jared WR 4-49/1 - 1-7/1 - 3-42/0 -
HOPGOOD, Jordan RB 1-15/0 - DNP - 1-15/0 -
COBY, Herve WR 1-12/0 - - 1-12/0 - -
GIVENS, Andre RB 1-3/0 DNP - - 1-3/0 -
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Bowling Green Passing Game-by-Game (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
#1J JOHNSON, Matt Comp Att Int Pct Yards TD Long Sacked Effic
Tulsa 11 23 1 47.8 151 0 21 1-3 94.28
Kent State 19 25 0 76.0 357 2 92 3-15 222.35
Indiana 25 44 1 56.8 248 0 28 2-8 99.62
Murray State 19 22 1 86.4 244 2 37 0-0 200.44
Akron 18 24 0 75.0 229 2 30 6-28 182.65
TOTALS 92 138 3 66.7 1229 6 92 12-54 151.48
#7S SCHILZ, Matt Comp Att Int Pct Yards TD Long Sacked Effic
Tulsa 1 4 0 25.0 12 0 12 0-0 50.20
Indiana 3 7 0 42.9 25 0 12 0-0 72.86
Murray State 5 6 0 83.3 63 0 19 0-0 171.53
TOTALS 9 17 0 52.9 100 0 19 0-0 102.35
#3K KNAPKE, James Comp Att Int Pct Yards TD Long Sacked Effic
Murray State 4 4 0 100.0 71 1 33 0-0 331.60
TOTALS 4 4 0 100.0 71 1 33 0-0 331.60
#TM TEAM Comp Att Int Pct Yards TD Long Sacked Effic
Tulsa 0 1 0 0.0 0 0 0 0-0 0.00
TOTALS 0 1 0 0.0 0 0 0 0-0 0.00
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Bowling Green Total Tackles Game-by-Game (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
Total Tackles UA-A Total TLS KENT IND MUR AKRON
LYNCH, D.J. LB 19-11 30   2 - 3   3 - 0   5 - 4   6 - 2   3 - 2
GATES, BooBoo DB 24-4 28   5 - 2   5 - 0   4 - 0   4 - 1   6 - 1
WARD, Ryland DB 19-5 24   3 - 0   4 - 1   6 - 2   2 - 1   4 - 1
SWAN, Paul LB 11-11 22   3 - 4   1 - 0   3 - 5   2 - 2   2 - 0
TRUSS, Cameron DB 15-5 20   5 - 2   1 - 0   2 - 3   3 - 0   4 - 0
FOSTER, Aaron DB 15-5 20   2 - 0   2 - 1   2 - 0   2 - 1   7 - 3
MARTIN, Gabe LB 14-4 18   2 - 0   7 - 2   2 - 0   D N P   3 - 2
SENN, Paul LB 9-7 16   1 - 1   2 - 2   3 - 0   2 - 3   1 - 1
OUELLET, Ted DT 8-4 12   0 - 1   4 - 2   4 - 1    -   D N P
MONTGOMERY, K. DL 9-3 12   3 - 0   1 - 0   1 - 1   3 - 2   1 - 0
GOBLE, Ronnie DE 4-6 10   1 - 4   1 - 1   1 - 0   0 - 1   1 - 0
ADJEI-BARIMAH DB 5-4 9    -   0 - 1   1 - 0   4 - 2   0 - 1
CAMPBELL, J. DT 4-5 9   0 - 2   1 - 0   0 - 1   2 - 2   1 - 0
THOMAS, Bryan DE 6-3 9   2 - 1   2 - 1    -   0 - 1   2 - 0
PETTUS, Josh DB 7-1 8   D N P   1 - 1   6 - 0   D N P   D N P
WATSON, Will DB 5-2 7   0 - 1   1 - 0   1 - 0   3 - 1    -
ROYSTER, Taylor DL 4-2 6    -    -   2 - 0   1 - 0   1 - 2
MOORE, Ronnie 3-3 6   1 - 2    -    -   1 - 1   1 - 0
COLVIN, Zach DE 4-2 6   1 - 0   0 - 1   2 - 1   1 - 0    -
SUTTON, Brian DB 2-3 5   0 - 1    -   2 - 0   0 - 1   0 - 1
WALKER, Charlie DL 3-1 4    -   D N P   D N P   2 - 0   1 - 1
OSBORNE, Victor DB 0-4 4   0 - 1    -    -   0 - 2   0 - 1
BAIRD, Bryan DE 3-1 4    -   1 - 1   2 - 0    -   D N P
BROWN, Coy LB 1-2 3   1 - 0    -    -   0 - 2    -
FORD, Justin DB 3-0 3   2 - 0   1 - 0    -    -    -
CROLEY, J. DL 2-0 2   D N P   D N P   D N P   1 - 0   1 - 0
MACK, Alphonso DB 1-1 2   D N P   D N P   D N P   1 - 1    -
LUNSFORD, Izaah DL 0-2 2    -   D N P    -   0 - 2   D N P
MINNS, Mike DL 0-2 2    -    -    -   0 - 2    -
HOHENSTEIN, G. 0-1 1   0 - 1    -    -    -    -
BUSH, Terrance DL 0-1 1    -   D N P   D N P   0 - 1   D N P
HOPGOOD, Jordan 1-0 1   1 - 0   D N P    -    -    -
BAYER, Alex 1-0 1    -    -    -    -   1 - 0
POHLMAN, Chris 1-0 1   1 - 0    -    -    -    -
BURBRINK, Ryan 1-0 1    -    -    -   1 - 0    -
FRY, Johnathan DL 0-1 1   D N P   D N P   D N P   0 - 1   D N P
GALLON, Chris 1-0 1   1 - 0    -    -    -    -
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Bowling Green By-Quarter Statistics (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
3rd-Down Conversions
Date Opponent Score Overall 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr Overtime
Aug 29, 2013 TULSA W 34-7 3-13 23.1 0-3 0.0 2-5 40.0 1-3 33.3 0-2 0.0
Sep 07, 2013 at Kent State W 41-22 6-12 50.0 1-2 50.0 1-2 50.0 3-5 60.0 1-3 33.3
Sep 14, 2013 at Indiana L 10-42 8-20 40.0 2-4 50.0 1-5 20.0 2-6 33.3 3-5 60.0
Sep 21, 2013 MURRAY STATE W 48-7 8-10 80.0 1-2 50.0 5-5 100.0 0-0 0.0 2-3 66.7
Sep 28, 2013 AKRON W 31-14 9-14 64.3 0-4 0.0 3-4 75.0 3-3 100.0 3-3 100.0
Bowling Green 34-69 49.3 4-15 26.7 12-21 57.1 9-17 52.9 9-16 56.2 0-0 0.0
Opponents 30-70 42.9 9-22 40.9 11-17 64.7 4-16 25.0 6-15 40.0 0-0 0.0
4th-Down Conversions
Date Opponent Score Overall 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr Overtime
Aug 29, 2013 TULSA W 34-7 1-1 100.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 1-1 100.0
Sep 07, 2013 at Kent State W 41-22 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0
Sep 14, 2013 at Indiana L 10-42 2-6 33.3 0-0 0.0 0-1 0.0 2-3 66.7 0-2 0.0
Sep 21, 2013 MURRAY STATE W 48-7 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0
Sep 28, 2013 AKRON W 31-14 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0
Bowling Green 3-7 42.9 0-0 0.0 0-1 0.0 2-3 66.7 1-3 33.3 0-0 0.0
Opponents 1-7 14.3 0-2 0.0 0-0 0.0 1-2 50.0 0-3 0.0 0-0 0.0
Time of Possession
Date Opponent Score Overall 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr Overtime
Aug 29, 2013 TULSA W 34-7 38:47 9:20 8:53 9:08 11:26
Sep 07, 2013 at Kent State W 41-22 36:32 9:56 6:43 9:17 10:36
Sep 14, 2013 at Indiana L 10-42 35:13 6:12 10:16 10:47 7:58
Sep 21, 2013 MURRAY STATE W 48-7 35:35 10:36 10:00 6:38 8:21
Sep 28, 2013 AKRON W 31-14 36:03 7:40 7:19 9:26 11:38
Bowling Green Total 182:10 43:44 43:11 45:16 49:59 0:00
Avg. 36:26 8:44 8:38 9:03 9:59 0:00
Opponents Total 117:50 31:16 31:49 29:44 25:01 0:00
Avg. 23:34 6:15 6:21 5:56 5:00 0:00
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Bowling Green Individual Season/Career Statistics (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
SEASON CAREER
Rushing gp att gain loss net avg td lg avg/g gp att gain loss net avg td lg avg/g
GREENE, Travis  5 98 566 15 551 5.6 3 32 110.2 10 99 576 15 561 5.7 3 32 56.1
GIVENS, Andre  4 20 109 2 107 5.3 2 18 26.8 10 40 255 14 241 6.0 3 47 24.1
COPPET, Fred  3 19 106 3 103 5.4 0 18 34.3  3 19 106 3 103 5.4 0 18 34.3
JOHNSON, Matt  5 40 157 58 99 2.5 1 19 19.8 13 48 186 64 122 2.5 1 19 9.4
MOORE, Ronnie  5 7 77 0 77 11.0 0 37 15.4  5 7 77 0 77 11.0 0 37 15.4
HOUSTON, W.  5 28 79 5 74 2.6 6 8 14.8  5 28 79 5 74 2.6 6 8 14.8
HOPGOOD, Jordan  4 2 28 0 28 14.0 0 25 7.0 35 147 546 64 482 3.3 10 25 13.8
KNAPKE, James  3 1 6 0 6 6.0 0 6 2.0  3 1 6 0 6 6.0 0 6 2.0
SCHILZ, Matt  4 2 2 3 -1 -0.5 0 2 -0.2 39 135 256 469 -213 -1.6 4 20 -5.5
TEAM  4 4 0 7 -7 -1.8 0 0 -1.8
Total  5 221 1130 93 1037 4.7 12 37 207.4
Opponents  5 157 816 98 718 4.6 7 60 143.6
Passing gp effic comp-att-int pct yds td lg avg/g gp effic comp-att-int pct yds td lg avg/g
JOHNSON, Matt  5 151.48 92-138-3 66.7 1229 6 92 245.8 13 138.75 102-166-4 61.4 1348 7 92 103.7
SCHILZ, Matt  4 102.35 9-17-0 52.9 100 0 19 25.0 39 120.12 711-1219-39 58.3 7932 50 83 203.4
KNAPKE, James  3 331.60 4-4-0 100.0 71 1 33 23.7  3 331.60 4-4-0 100.0 71 1 33 23.7
TEAM  4 0.00 0-1-0 0.0 0 0 0 0.0
Total  5 149.81 105-160-3 65.6 1400 7 92 280.0
Opponents  5 124.91 98-166-0 59.0 1066 6 51 213.2
Receiving gp no. yds avg td lg avg/g gp no. yds avg td lg avg/g
JOPLIN, Shaun  5 23 388 16.9 1 35 77.6 32 85 1330 15.6 6 53 41.6
GALLON, Chris  5 23 221 9.6 2 21 44.2 18 77 941 12.2 8 81 52.3
BAYER, Alex  5 16 179 11.2 0 37 35.8 42 94 1129 12.0 6 60 26.9
BURBRINK, Ryan  5 12 207 17.2 1 92 41.4 17 51 558 10.9 1 92 32.8
GREENE, Travis  5 9 117 13.0 1 30 23.4 10 9 117 13.0 1 30 11.7
MOORE, Ronnie  5 8 84 10.5 1 18 16.8  5 8 84 10.5 1 18 16.8
BECK, Tyler  5 4 75 18.8 0 41 15.0 41 19 246 12.9 1 41 6.0
COHEN, Jared  5 4 49 12.2 1 19 9.8  5 4 49 12.2 1 19 9.8
POHLMAN, Chris  5 3 50 16.7 0 33 10.0 25 3 50 16.7 0 33 2.0
HOPGOOD, Jordan  4 1 15 15.0 0 15 3.8 35 23 177 7.7 0 23 5.1
COBY, Herve  5 1 12 12.0 0 12 2.4  9 4 52 13.0 1 19 5.8
GIVENS, Andre  4 1 3 3.0 0 3 0.8 10 1 3 3.0 0 3 0.3
Total  5 105 1400 13.3 7 92 280.0
Opponents  5 98 1066 10.9 6 51 213.2
Total Offense g plays rush pass total avg/g g plays rush pass total avg/g
JOHNSON, Matt 5 178 99 1229 1328 265.6 13 214 122 1348 1470 113.1
GREENE, Travis 5 98 551 0 551 110.2 10 99 561 0 561 56.1
GIVENS, Andre 4 20 107 0 107 26.8 10 40 241 0 241 24.1
COPPET, Fred 3 19 103 0 103 34.3 3 19 103 0 103 34.3
SCHILZ, Matt 4 19 -1 100 99 24.8 39 1354 -213 7932 7719 197.9
MOORE, Ronnie 5 7 77 0 77 15.4 5 7 77 0 77 15.4
KNAPKE, James 3 5 6 71 77 25.7 3 5 6 71 77 25.7
HOUSTON, W. 5 28 74 0 74 14.8 5 28 74 0 74 14.8
HOPGOOD, Jordan 4 2 28 0 28 7.0 35 148 482 53 535 15.3
TEAM 4 5 -7 0 -7 -1.8
Total 5 381 1037 1400 2437 487.4
Opponents 5 323 718 1066 1784 356.8
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Bowling Green Individual Season/Career Statistics (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
SEASON CAREER
PAT PAT
Scoring td fg kick rush rcv pass dxp saf pts td fg kick rush rcv pass dxp saf pts
TATE, Tyler - 6-8 20-21 - - - - - 38 - 13-18 25-27 - - - - - 64
HOUSTON, W. 6 - - - - - - - 36 6 - - - - - - - 36
GREENE, Travis 4 - - - - - - - 24 4 - - - - - - - 24
GIVENS, Andre 2 - - - - - - - 12 3 - - - - - - - 18
BURBRINK, Ryan 2 - - - - - - - 12 2 - - - - - - - 12
GALLON, Chris 2 - - - - - - - 12 8 - - - - - - - 48
JOPLIN, Shaun 1 - - - - - - - 6 6 - - - - - - - 36
JOHNSON, Matt 1 - - - - - - - 6 1 - - - - - - - 6
SENN, Paul 1 - - - - - - - 6 1 - - - - - - - 6
MOORE, Ronnie 1 - - - - - - - 6 1 - - - - - - - 6
COHEN, Jared 1 - - - - - - - 6 1 - - - - - - - 6
Total 21 6-8 20-21 - - - - - 164
Opponents 13 0-4 12-12 1-1 - - - - 92
Punt Returns no. yds avg td lg no. yds avg td lg
BURBRINK, Ryan 7 87 12.4 1 67 26 257 9.9 1 67
SENN, Paul 1 56 56.0 1 56 1 56 56.0 1 56
Total 8 143 17.9 2 67
Opponents 5 22 4.4 0 14
Kick Returns no. yds avg td lg no. yds avg td lg
MOORE, Ronnie 5 107 21.4 0 30 5 107 21.4 0 30
GATES, BooBoo 2 40 20.0 0 23 73 1731 23.7 2 88
POHLMAN, Chris 1 10 10.0 0 10 1 10 10.0 0 10
Total 8 157 19.6 0 30
Opponents 21 427 20.3 0 30
Interceptions no. yds avg td lg no. yds avg td lg
Total 0 0 0.0 0 0
Opponents 3 25 8.3 0 14
Fumble Returns no. yds avg td lg no. yds avg td lg
Total 0 0 0.0 0 0
Opponents 0 0 0.0 0 0
All Purpose g rush rcv pr kr ir total avg/g g rush rcv pr kr ir total avg/g
GREENE, Travis 5 551 117 0 0 0 668 133.6 10 561 117 0 0 0 678 67.8
JOPLIN, Shaun 5 0 388 0 0 0 388 77.6 32 5 1330 0 0 0 1335 41.7
BURBRINK, Rya 5 0 207 87 0 0 294 58.8 17 0 558 257 0 0 815 47.9
MOORE, Ronnie 5 77 84 0 107 0 268 53.6 5 77 84 0 107 0 268 53.6
GALLON, Chris 5 0 221 0 0 0 221 44.2 18 0 941 0 0 0 941 52.3
BAYER, Alex 5 0 179 0 0 0 179 35.8 42 0 1129 0 0 0 1129 26.9
GIVENS, Andre 4 107 3 0 0 0 110 27.5 10 241 3 0 0 0 244 24.4
COPPET, Fred 3 103 0 0 0 0 103 34.3 3 103 0 0 0 0 103 34.3
JOHNSON, Matt 5 99 0 0 0 0 99 19.8 13 122 0 0 0 0 122 9.4
BECK, Tyler 5 0 75 0 0 0 75 15.0 41 0 246 0 18 0 264 6.4
HOUSTON, W. 5 74 0 0 0 0 74 14.8 5 74 0 0 0 0 74 14.8
POHLMAN, Chri 5 0 50 0 10 0 60 12.0 25 0 50 0 10 0 60 2.4
SENN, Paul 5 0 0 56 0 0 56 11.2 5 0 0 56 0 0 56 11.2
COHEN, Jared 5 0 49 0 0 0 49 9.8 5 0 49 0 0 0 49 9.8
HOPGOOD, Jord 4 28 15 0 0 0 43 10.8 35 482 177 6 61 0 726 20.7
GATES, BooBoo 5 0 0 0 40 0 40 8.0 41 0 0 82 1731 168 1981 48.3
COBY, Herve 5 0 12 0 0 0 12 2.4 9 0 52 0 0 0 52 5.8
KNAPKE, James 3 6 0 0 0 0 6 2.0 3 6 0 0 0 0 6 2.0
SCHILZ, Matt 4 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 -0.2 39 -213 -8 0 0 0 -221 -5.7
TEAM 4 -7 0 0 0 0 -7 -1.8
Total 5 1037 1400 143 157 0 2737 547.4
Opponents 5 718 1066 22 427 25 2258 451.6
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2013 SEASON/CAREER STATISTICS
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Individual Season/Career Statistics (as of Sep 29, 2013)
All games
SEASON CAREER
Field Goals att good long blkd att good long blkd
TATE, Tyler 8 6 45 0 18 13 45 1
Total 8 6 45 0
Opponents 4 0 0 0
Punting no. yds avg lg blk no. yds avg lg blk
SCHMIEDEBUSCH 18 714 39.7 50 0 147 6238 42.4 81 2
Total 18 714 39.7 50 0
Opponents 25 954 38.2 62 1
Kickoffs no. yds avg tb ob no. yds avg tb ob
FARINELLA, A. 32 1944 60.8 10 0 86 5074 59.0 17 3
Total 32 1944 60.8 10 0
Opponents 17 1068 62.8 9 0
## Defensive Leaders gp ua a total tfl sack int pbu fr ff blk gp ua a total tfl sack int pbu fr ff blk
7 LYNCH, D.J. 5    1 9    1 1     3 0 3.0    1 . 0 .    .   .   .    . 30    7 5    6 1    1 3 6 14.0    6 . 0 .    3   1   .    .
24 GATES, BooBoo 5    2 4     4     2 8 3.0      . .    .   1   2    . 41   1 2 2    6 1    1 8 3 7.5    1 . 0 5    5   4   5    .
15 WARD, Ryland 5    1 9     5     2 4 1.0      . .    2   1   .    . 30   1 0 0    5 0    1 5 0 2.5      . 1    9   1   2    .
33 SWAN, Paul 5    1 1    1 1     2 2 1.0      . .    1   1   .    . 42    7 4   1 0 4    1 7 8 11.5    2 . 0 .    2   1   1    .
23 FOSTER, Aaron 5    1 5     5     2 0 1.0      . .    4   1   .    . 42    8 2    4 8    1 3 0 4.0    2 . 5 .   1 4   3   1    .
8 TRUSS, Cameron 5    1 5     5     2 0 0.0      . .    1   .   .    . 37   1 3 9    4 5    1 8 4 3.5      . 3   2 1   1   2    1
11 MARTIN, Gabe 4    1 4     4     1 8 2.0    1 . 0 .    1   .   .    . 28    7 2    4 1    1 1 3 11.5    6 . 5 1    7   .   2    1
30 SENN, Paul 5     9     7     1 6 3.5      . .    .   1   1    1 5     9     7     1 6 3.5      . .    .   1   1    1
93 OUELLET, Ted 4     8     4     1 2 1.0    1 . 0 .    .   .   .    . 29    3 2    3 6     6 8 8.5    5 . 0 .    .   .   1    .
88 MONTGOMERY, K. 5     9     3     1 2 3.0    2 . 0 .    .   .   .    . 27    1 0     4     1 4 4.0    3 . 0 .    .   .   .    .
96 GOBLE, Ronnie 5     4     6     1 0 1.0      . .    .   .   .    . 30    1 7    2 4     4 1 5.5    1 . 0 .    2   1   .    .
14 ADJEI-BARIMAH 5     5     4      9 2.0    1 . 0 .    1   .   .    . 30    3 8    1 5     5 3 3.5    1 . 0 4    8   1   1    1
90 CAMPBELL, J. 5     4     5      9 0.5      . .    .   .   .    . 32    2 5    3 3     5 8 7.0    0 . 5 .    .   .   2    .
43 THOMAS, Bryan 5     6     3      9 2.0      . .    .   .   .    . 21    2 2    2 2     4 4 10.0    3 . 5 .    .   2   .    .
22 PETTUS, Josh 2     7     1      8 2.0      . .    .   .   .    . 13    2 7    1 2     3 9 3.5      . 1    .   2   1    .
21 WATSON, Will 5     5     2      7 0.0      . .    2   .   .    . 15     6     4     1 0 0.0      . .    2   .   .    .
5 MOORE, Ronnie 5     3     3      6 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 5     3     3      6 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
51 ROYSTER, Taylor 5     4     2      6 3.0    2 . 0 .    .   .   .    . 14     6     3      9 3.0    2 . 0 .    .   .   .    .
92 COLVIN, Zach 5     4     2      6 2.0      . .    .   .   .    . 28    1 8    1 4     3 2 5.0    1 . 0 .    .   .   .    .
3 SUTTON, Brian 5     2     3      5 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 29    2 0    1 6     3 6 1.5    1 . 0 .    1   .   .    1
99 BAIRD, Bryan 4     3     1      4 1.0    1 . 0 .    .   .   .    . 15    1 2     4     1 6 4.0    3 . 0 .    .   1   .    .
34 OSBORNE, Victor 5     .     4      4 0.5      . .    .   .   .    . 17     8    1 0     1 8 0.5      . .    .   .   .    .
46 WALKER, Charlie 3     3     1      4 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 28    3 7    2 8     6 5 10.0    2 . 5 .    3   1   1    .
39 FORD, Justin 5     3     .      3 1.0      . .    1   .   .    . 15     5     1      6 1.0      . .    1   .   .    .
28 BROWN, Coy 5     1     2      3 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 12     5     2      7 1.0      . .    .   .   .    .
54 MINNS, Mike 5     .     2      2 0.5      . .    .   .   .    . 8     1     3      4 0.5      . .    .   .   .    .
26 MACK, Alphonso 2     1     1      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 2     1     1      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
45 CROLEY, J. 2     2     .      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 2     2     .      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
50 LUNSFORD, Izaah 3     .     2      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 3     .     2      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
82 BAYER, Alex 5     1     .      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 42     2     2      4 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
6 GALLON, Chris 5     1     .      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 18     1     .      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
17 BURBRINK, Ryan 5     1     .      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 17     2     .      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
42 POHLMAN, Chris 5     1     .      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 25     1     .      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
48 HOHENSTEIN, G. 5     .     1      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 5     .     1      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
64 FRY, Johnathan 1     .     1      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 3     .     1      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
4 HOPGOOD, Jordan 4     1     .      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 35     3     3      6 0.0      . .    .   1   .    .
61 BUSH, Terrance 2     .     1      1 0.0      . .    1   .   .    . 2     .     1      1 0.0      . .    1   .   .    .
TM TEAM 4     .     .      . 0.0      . .    .   1   .    .
Total 5   2 0 5   1 0 6   3 1 1 34 9 .   1 4   6   3    1
Opponents 5   2 1 9   1 7 6   3 9 5 28 12 3   2 0   1   3    .
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Quickie Statistics (Final)
Tulsa vs Bowling Green (Aug 29, 2013 at Bowling Green, Ohio)
TLS BGSU
Score 7 34
FIRST DOWNS 12 23
RUSHES-YARDS (NET) 24-51 53-233
PASSING YDS (NET) 222 163
Passes Att-Comp-Int 41-20-0 28-12-1
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS 65-273 81-396
Fumble Returns-Yards 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards 3-15 3-76
Kickoff Returns-Yards 6-120 1-29
Interception Returns-Yards 1-11 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg) 7-38.1 7-39.3
Fumbles-Lost 2-2 0-0
Penalties-Yards 4-25 6-60
Possession Time 21:13 38:47
Third-Down Conversions 6 of 17 3 of 13
Fourth-Down Conversions 0 of 2 1 of 1
Red-Zone Scores-Chances 0-3 5-5
Tulsa Bowling Green
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
DOUGLAS, J. 12 27 5 22 0 7 1.8
GREEN, C. 5 16 2 14 0 7 2.8
WATTS, T. 4 11 3 8 0 7 2.0
LUCAS, K. 1 5 0 5 0 5 5.0
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
GREENE, Travis 22 96 8 88 0 12 4.0
JOHNSON, Matt 9 53 3 50 0 18 5.6
MOORE, Ronnie 2 42 0 42 0 37 21.0
HOUSTON, W. 10 29 0 29 3 8 2.9
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
GREEN, C. 17-34-0 172 0 37 1
EVANS, D. 3-7-0 50 1 27 0
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
JOHNSON, Matt 11-23-1 151 0 21 1
SCHILZ, Matt 1-4-0 12 0 12 0
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
GARRETT, K. 5 54 0 20
WATTS, T. 5 33 0 16
JAMES, J. 3 58 0 37
PATTERSON, D. 3 45 1 27
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
GALLON, Chris 3 31 0 14
JOPLIN, Shaun 2 40 0 21
BECK, Tyler 2 25 0 13
BURBRINK, Ryan 2 24 0 12
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
WAY, C. 5 200 40.0 43 0 0
PARKS, D. 2 67 33.5 41 1 0
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
SCHMIEDEBUSCH 7 275 39.3 44 4 1
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
WATTS, T. 3 15 0 14
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
BURBRINK, Ryan 3 76 1 67
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
WATTS, T. 3 66 0 25
LUCAS, K. 1 29 0 29
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
MOORE, Ronnie 1 29 0 29
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
MUDOH, M. 6-11 17 0.0 0.0
OSBORNE, M. 4-7 11 0.0 1.0
MARTIN, T. 4-6 10 1.0 2.0
WHITE, B. 6-3 9 0.0 0.0
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
TRUSS, Cameron 5-2 7 0.0 0.0
GATES, BooBoo 5-2 7 0.0 1.0
SWAN, Paul 3-4 7 0.0 0.5
LYNCH, D.J. 2-3 5 0.0 0.0
Qtr Time Scoring Play V-H
1st 03:29 BGSU - TATE, Tyler 34 yd field goal, 9-41 3:17 0 - 3
2nd 00:02 BGSU - TATE, Tyler 28 yd field goal, 16-70 3:43 0 - 6
3rd 12:09 BGSU - HOUSTON, W. 1 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 6-75 2:51 0 - 13
4th 13:52 BGSU - HOUSTON, W. 1 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 4-16 1:12 0 - 20
07:34 BGSU - HOUSTON, W. 1 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 2-8 0:47 0 - 27
06:48 BGSU - BURBRINK, Ryan 67 yd punt return (TATE, Tyler kick) 0 - 34
05:56 TLS - PATTERSON, D. 27 yd pass from EVANS, D. (SALAZAR, C. kick), 5-50 0:45 7 - 34
Game 1 - BGSU 34, Tulsa 7
The BGSU football team dominated the Tulsa Golden Hurricane during 
a 34-7 victory on Aug. 29 at Doyt L. Perry Stadium in Bowling Green, 
Ohio.
The win, which was the Falcons' first ever against Tulsa, exorcised 
some recent demons in the series between the two teams. Tulsa was a 
unanimous pick to win their division in the Conference USA preseason 
media poll.
On his first drive, Matt Johnson drove Bowling Green 41 yards in nine 
plays before Tyler Tate kicked a 34-yard field goal.
After withstanding two Tulsa drives deep into Falcon territory, Johnson 
put together an artistic 16-play, 70-yard drive. It stalled inside the red 
zone, but Tate kicked a 28-yard field goal with two seconds left in the 
second quarter to give BGSU a 6-0 halftime lead.
The second half belonged entirely to Bowling Green.
Six plays after the opening kickoff, the Falcons were in the end zone.  
Including an illegal block penalty that set BGSU back 15 yards, the 
team romped 90 yards down the field. Included was a 37-yard run by 
Ronnie Moore, 12- and 10-yard runs by Travis Greene, and passes of 
19 and 11 yards to Shaun Joplin and Chris Gallon. Freshman running 
back William Houston capped off the drive with a one-yard plunge into 
the end zone.
Trailing 13-0, Tulsa head coach Bill Blankenship rolled the dice and 
faked a punt. Cameron Truss held punter Cole Way to no gain, and the 
Falcons took over at the Tulsa 16.
Four plays later, just 1:08 into the fourth quarter, Houston recorded 
his second one-yard touchdown run of the game to give BGSU a 20-0 
lead.  The sequence following the touchdown effectively ended the 
game.
Quickie Statistics (Final)
Bowling Green vs Kent State (Sep 07, 2013 at Kent, Ohio)
BGSU KENT
Score 41 22
FIRST DOWNS 26 15
RUSHES-YARDS (NET) 46-219 28-138
PASSING YDS (NET) 357 164
Passes Att-Comp-Int 25-19-0 28-15-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS 71-576 56-302
Fumble Returns-Yards 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards 2-5 0-0
Kickoff Returns-Yards 3-69 6-130
Interception Returns-Yards 0-0 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg) 3-36.0 6-47.0
Fumbles-Lost 0-0 1-1
Penalties-Yards 5-40 2-10
Possession Time 36:32 23:28
Third-Down Conversions 6 of 12 6 of 13
Fourth-Down Conversions 0 of 0 0 of 0
Red-Zone Scores-Chances 6-6 2-2
Bowling Green Kent State
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
GREENE, Travis 24 146 1 145 1 27 6.0
COPPET, Fred 4 36 0 36 0 18 9.0
GIVENS, Andre 6 23 2 21 1 7 3.5
JOHNSON, Matt 8 32 15 17 0 19 2.1
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
Reardon 12 73 15 58 0 42 4.8
Calhoun 1 29 0 29 0 29 29.0
Meray 3 27 0 27 0 17 9.0
Durham 11 29 5 24 1 7 2.2
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
JOHNSON, Matt 19-25-0 357 2 92 3
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
Reardon 15-28-0 164 2 42 2
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
JOPLIN, Shaun 6 113 0 35
BAYER, Alex 4 52 0 19
GALLON, Chris 4 45 0 17
BURBRINK, Ryan 2 101 1 92
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
Humphrey 4 84 1 42
Goode 4 24 0 7
Boyle 3 17 0 11
Pierce 2 28 1 16
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
SCHMIEDEBUSCH 3 108 36.0 50 1 0
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
Melchiori 6 282 47.0 62 2 1
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
BURBRINK, Ryan 2 5 0 4
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
GATES, BooBoo 2 40 0 23
MOORE, Ronnie 1 29 0 29
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
Calhoun 5 108 0 24
Polk 1 22 0 22
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
MARTIN, Gabe 7-2 9 1.0 2.0
OUELLET, Ted 4-2 6 0.0 0.0
GATES, BooBoo 5-0 5 0.0 1.0
WARD, Ryland 4-1 5 0.0 0.0
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
Strickland 8-3 11 0.0 0.0
Wollet 4-6 10 0.0 0.0
Italiano 3-4 7 0.0 0.0
Polk 2-5 7 0.5 0.5
Qtr Time Scoring Play V-H
1st 10:22 BGSU - GREENE, Travis 1 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 9-77 4:38 7 - 0
07:52 KENT - Humphrey 42 yd pass from Reardon (Humphrey rush), 5-75 2:30 7 - 8
2nd 14:46 BGSU - TATE, Tyler 30 yd field goal, 10-77 3:26 10 - 8
09:40 KENT - Pierce 12 yd pass from Reardon (Melchiori kick), 10-76 5:01 10 - 15
06:57 BGSU - GIVENS, Andre 3 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 6-75 2:43 17 - 15
04:40 KENT - Durham 2 yd run (Melchiori kick), 5-68 2:12 17 - 22
00:54 BGSU - COHEN, Jared 7 yd pass from JOHNSON, Matt (TATE, Tyler kick), 10-71 3:40 24 - 22
3rd 06:29 BGSU - TATE, Tyler 41 yd field goal, 13-45 6:19 27 - 22
04:33 BGSU - BURBRINK, Ryan 92 yd pass from JOHNSON, Matt (TATE, Tyler kick), 3-87 0:56 34 - 22
4th 12:51 BGSU - HOUSTON, W. 1 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 5-66 2:09 41 - 22
Game 2 - BGSU 41, Kent State 22
BGSU outscored Kent State 24-0 over the final 34:40 of the game, de-
feating the Golden Flashes 41-22 at Dix Stadium Saturday. The Orange 
and Brown outgained Kent State 341-59 in that time span, pulling away 
in a crucial, early season, Mid-American Conference matchup for the 
win.
 
The first half was a change of pace from what Falcon fans have come 
to know in the past few years, as both the Falcons and Golden Flashes 
traded offensive punches for the majority of the first 30 minutes.
 
The Falcons took the lead, and momentum, into halftime as Jared Co-
hen would pull in his first career touchdown pass with 54 seconds left. 
BGSU took a 24-22 lead into the break.
 
The Falcons' defense returned to dominant form in the second half, 
as the Orange and Brown would force Kent State into five second half 
punts. The Golden Flashes would only enter Falcon territory one time 
in the second half, but the defense forced a fumble, and Ryland Ward 
recovered.
 
The first time the Falcons had the ball in the second half, they promptly 
went 45 yards over 13 plays, a drive which spanned 6:19. Tate capped 
off the drive with his second field goal of the day, this time, a 41-yarder.
 
After a three-and-out by the stifling Falcon defense, the offense would 
burst Kent State's hopes of a comeback.
 
Facing a third-and-15 from their own eight yard line, Johnson would 
take the snap and find Ryan Burbrink in stride over the middle for a 92-
yard touchdown pass. Following the extra point, the Falcons led 34-22.
 
Just over two minutes into the fourth quarter, the offense put the game 
away, as William Houston found the end zone from one yard out for a 
41-22 Bowling Green lead. The touchdown run from Houston was his 
fourth of the season.
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Quickie Statistics (Final)
Bowling Green vs Indiana (Sep 14, 2013 at Bloomington, Ind.)
BGSU IND
Score 10 42
FIRST DOWNS 24 25
RUSHES-YARDS (NET) 36-136 48-266
PASSING YDS (NET) 273 335
Passes Att-Comp-Int 51-28-1 26-17-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS 87-409 74-601
Fumble Returns-Yards 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards 1-56 0-0
Kickoff Returns-Yards 2-30 3-72
Interception Returns-Yards 0-0 1-0
Punts (Number-Avg) 2-44.0 1-0.0
Fumbles-Lost 2-1 2-2
Penalties-Yards 6-50 6-45
Possession Time 35:13 24:47
Third-Down Conversions 8 of 20 8 of 13
Fourth-Down Conversions 2 of 6 0 of 3
Red-Zone Scores-Chances 0-3 4-7
Bowling Green Indiana
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
GREENE, Travis 11 45 2 43 0 13 3.9
COPPET, Fred 7 40 0 40 0 10 5.7
MOORE, Ronnie 2 15 0 15 0 9 7.5
GIVENS, Andre 3 15 0 15 0 8 5.0
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
Houston, S. 13 162 7 155 0 60 11.9
Coleman, Tevin 19 131 2 129 2 43 6.8
Roberson, Tre 4 9 3 6 1 6 1.5
Roberts, D. 3 7 4 3 0 7 1.0
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
JOHNSON, Matt 25-44-1 248 0 28 2
SCHILZ, Matt 3-7-0 25 0 12 0
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
Sudfeld, Nate 17-26-0 335 2 48 3
Coffman, C. 0-0-0 0 0 0 1
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
GALLON, Chris 8 82 0 21
JOPLIN, Shaun 7 104 0 28
BAYER, Alex 4 25 0 8
BURBRINK, Ryan 3 29 0 14
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
Latimer, Cody 6 137 1 42
Hughes, Kofi 4 34 1 11
Wynn, Shane 3 81 0 48
Stoner, Nick 2 40 0 20
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
SCHMIEDEBUSCH 2 88 44.0 46 0 1
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
TEAM 1 0 0.0 0 0 0
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
SENN, Paul 1 56 1 56
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
MOORE, Ronnie 2 30 0 30
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
Graham, Damon 3 72 0 30
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
LYNCH, D.J. 5-4 9 0.0 1.5
WARD, Ryland 6-2 8 0.0 0.0
SWAN, Paul 3-5 8 0.0 0.5
PETTUS, Josh 6-0 6 0.0 2.0
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
Heban, Greg 9-3 12 0.0 0.0
Cooper, David 6-4 10 0.0 0.5
Bennett, Tim 7-0 7 0.0 0.0
Richardson, B. 4-2 6 0.0 1.5
Qtr Time Scoring Play V-H
1st 09:38 IND - Coleman, Tevin 1 yd run (Ewald, Mitch kick), 3-51 0:39 0 - 7
04:36 BGSU - SENN, Paul 56 yd blocked punt return (TATE, Tyler kick) 7 - 7
2nd 11:06 BGSU - TATE, Tyler 45 yd field goal, 12-72 4:51 10 - 7
08:20 IND - Coleman, Tevin 43 yd run (Ewald, Mitch kick), 8-73 1:37 10 - 14
02:44 IND - Hughes, Kofi 8 yd pass from Sudfeld, Nate (Ewald, Mitch kick), 6-80 2:10 10 - 21
3rd 10:11 IND - Latimer, Cody 33 yd pass from Sudfeld, Nate (Ewald, Mitch kick), 4-80 1:16 10 - 28
4th 14:23 IND - Sudfeld, Nate 1 yd run (Ewald, Mitch kick), 9-80 3:34 10 - 35
11:40 IND - Roberson, Tre 3 yd run (Ewald, Mitch kick), 5-32 2:28 10 - 42
Game 3 - Indiana 42, BGSU 10
Junior Paul Senn scored on a highlight-reel quality blocked punt in 
the first quarter, but it was not enough as the Bowling Green State 
University football team fell, 42-10, to the University of Indiana Satur-
day afternoon (Sept. 14). The non-conference game was held at IU's 
Memorial Stadium.
Trailing by a touchdown with just over 10 minutes gone in the open-
ing period, the Falcons tied the score on Senn's spectacular play. The 
Norco, Calif., native stormed through the IU line to smother a punt off 
the foot of the Hoosiers' Erich Toth. Almost without breaking stride, 
Senn caught the ball and raced 56 yards untouched into the end zone. 
Tyler Tate's point-after try was successful, tying the game at 7-7.
BGSU took the lead on a 45-yard field goal by Tate, the longest of his 
career, early in the second period, but from that point on it was all Hoo-
siers. IU scored 35 unanswered points to end the game.
Tevin Coleman scored the first two touchdowns for the home team, with 
runs of one and 43 yards. IU quarterback Nate Sudfeld threw scoring 
tosses to Kofi Hughes and Cody Latimer, then scored himself from a 
yard out to give the hosts a 35-10 lead early in the fourth quarter. Tre 
Roberson added the final TD on a 3-yard run with 11:40 to go.
The Hoosiers had a narrow advantage in first downs over the Falcons, 
25-24. But, IU had 601 yards of total offense, compared to 409 for the 
Brown and Orange. 
For the Falcons, Matt Johnson threw for 248 yards, completing 25 
passes in 44 attempts. Chris Gallon and Shaun Joplin combined for 
15 receptions on the afternoon. Gallon caught a team-high eight balls 
for 82 yards, while Joplin led the Falcons with 102 receiving yards on 
seven catches.
Travis Greene led the Brown and Orange on the ground, with 43 yards 
on 11 carries. Fred Coppet added 40 yards on seven tries.
Quickie Statistics (Final)
Murray State vs Bowling Green (Sep 21, 2013 at Bowling Green, Ohio)
MUR BGSU
Score 7 48
FIRST DOWNS 17 32
RUSHES-YARDS (NET) 32-166 42-282
PASSING YDS (NET) 146 378
Passes Att-Comp-Int 34-24-0 32-28-1
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS 66-312 74-660
Fumble Returns-Yards 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards 0-0 2-6
Kickoff Returns-Yards 3-52 2-29
Interception Returns-Yards 1-14 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg) 6-43.2 2-36.5
Fumbles-Lost 1-1 0-0
Penalties-Yards 8-57 7-72
Possession Time 24:25 35:35
Third-Down Conversions 4 of 14 8 of 10
Fourth-Down Conversions 1 of 1 0 of 0
Red-Zone Scores-Chances 1-3 7-7
Murray State Bowling Green
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
BERRY, Jaamal 9 56 1 55 1 29 6.1
MILLER, Maikhai 10 62 10 52 0 22 5.2
BRADY, Duane 10 44 0 44 0 13 4.4
HOLLIDAY, Marcu 3 18 3 15 0 12 5.0
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
GREENE, Travis 17 134 1 133 1 31 7.8
GIVENS, Andre 8 47 0 47 1 13 5.9
JOHNSON, Matt 5 40 0 40 1 11 8.0
HOPGOOD, Jordan 1 25 0 25 0 25 25.0
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
MILLER, Maikhai 22-32-0 134 0 18 2
FRAZIER, Parks 2-2-0 12 0 6 0
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
JOHNSON, Matt 19-22-1 244 2 37 0
SCHILZ, Matt 5-6-0 63 0 19 0
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
GRIFFIN, Nevar 5 42 0 18
HARRIS, Pokey 3 19 0 11
POWELL, Walter 3 17 0 6
HARNESS, Jeremy 3 13 0 8
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
MOORE, Ronnie 5 63 1 17
GALLON, Chris 5 36 2 20
BAYER, Alex 4 65 0 37
JOPLIN, Shaun 3 53 0 29
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
MIX, Steven 6 259 43.2 46 2 1
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
SCHMIEDEBUSCH 2 73 36.5 38 0 1
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
BURBRINK, Ryan 2 6 0 3
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
POWELL, Walter 2 43 0 26
WICKS, Brandon 1 9 0 9
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
POHLMAN, Chris 1 10 0 10
MOORE, Ronnie 1 19 0 19
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
WICKS, Brandon 8-1 9 0.0 0.0
HATHAWAY, Bran 3-5 8 0.0 0.0
SMALL, Sam 5-2 7 0.0 0.0
ADDISON, Corey 3-4 7 0.0 0.0
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
LYNCH, D.J. 6-2 8 0.0 0.5
ADJEI-BARIMAH 4-2 6 1.0 2.0
GATES, BooBoo 4-1 5 0.0 0.0
MONTGOMERY, K. 3-2 5 0.0 0.0
Qtr Time Scoring Play V-H
1st 07:40 BGSU - GALLON, Chris 4 yd pass from JOHNSON, Matt (TATE, Tyler kick failed), 8-63 3:49 0 - 6
2nd 12:13 BGSU - GREENE, Travis 8 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 11-99 5:19 0 - 13
08:31 BGSU - JOHNSON, Matt 7 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 5-69 2:12 0 - 20
00:07 BGSU - GALLON, Chris 1 yd pass from JOHNSON, Matt (TATE, Tyler kick), 16-97 5:01 0 - 27
3rd 11:47 BGSU - GIVENS, Andre 9 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 4-68 1:56 0 - 34
08:10 MUR - BERRY, Jaamal 2 yd run (BENTON, Jordan kick), 13-83 3:32 7 - 34
04:56 BGSU - HOUSTON, W. 1 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 6-61 3:08 7 - 41
4th 02:31 BGSU - MOORE, Ronnie 17 yd pass from KNAPKE, James (TATE, Tyler kick), 6-80 3:01 7 - 48
Game 4 - BGSU 48, Murray State 7
The Bowling Green State University football team exploded with one 
of the finest afternoons of offense in school history as the Falcons 
defeated the Murray State Racers, 48-7, in front of 16,094 fans at Doyt 
Perry Stadium in Bowling Green, Ohio.
The team rolled up 660 yards of total offense, which broke the Dave 
Clawson-era record of 576 yards set just two weeks ago at Kent State.  
The number fell just 46 yards shy of the all-time school record, which 
was set against Grand Valley State in 1978.
The Falcons did not discriminate between the pass or the run; three 
Falcon passers accounted for 378 yards through the air, while eight dif-
ferent runners pounded out 278 yards on the ground. Those yards led 
to 32 first downs, and that is just five shy of the BGSU record. Bowling 
Green also averaged 8.9 yards on their 74 plays. 
Seven of the team's ten possessions resulted in touchdowns.  That 
included five consecutive touchdown possessions during the middle of 
the game (and six of the final seven). BGSU punted only twice and had 
just one turnover. The Falcons were 8-for-10 on third down attempts 
and converted all seven drives into the Murray State red zone into 
touchdowns.
On defense, the Falcons allowed only 117 yards in the first half and a 
total of 312 for the game. Those 312 yards came on 66 plays, for an 
average of just 4.7 per play. They converted only four out of 14 chances 
on third down and scored on just one of three red zone opportunities.
BGSU's three quarterbacks connected with 11 different receivers. Of 
the eight players to register at least one carry, Travis Greene led with 
17 for 133 yards and a touchdown.  Three others also scored rushing 
touchdowns, including Andre Givens (8 carries, 47 yards), Johnson (5-
40) and William Houston (7-24). 
Defensively, Jude Adjei-Barimah and D.J. Lynch led with eight tackles.  
Adjei-Barimah's total included two tackles for loss and a sack.  
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Quickie Statistics (Final)
Akron vs Bowling Green (Sep 28, 2013 at Bowling Green, Ohio)
AKRON BGSU
Score 14 31
FIRST DOWNS 19 22
RUSHES-YARDS (NET) 25-97 44-167
PASSING YDS (NET) 199 229
Passes Att-Comp-Int 37-22-0 24-18-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS 62-296 68-396
Fumble Returns-Yards 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards 2-7 0-0
Kickoff Returns-Yards 3-53 0-0
Interception Returns-Yards 0-0 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg) 5-29.2 4-42.5
Fumbles-Lost 0-0 2-0
Penalties-Yards 2-10 5-58
Possession Time 23:57 36:03
Third-Down Conversions 6 of 13 9 of 14
Fourth-Down Conversions 0 of 1 0 of 0
Red-Zone Scores-Chances 1-2 4-5
Akron Bowling Green
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
CHISHOLM, Jawon 9 29 1 28 0 7 3.1
POHL, Kyle 6 26 0 26 1 7 4.3
BICKLEY, F. 4 24 0 24 0 9 6.0
JONES, D.J. 3 14 0 14 0 11 4.7
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
GREENE, Travis 24 145 3 142 1 32 5.9
GIVENS, Andre 3 24 0 24 0 18 8.0
HOUSTON, W. 5 16 0 16 1 4 3.2
MOORE, Ronnie 1 7 0 7 0 7 7.0
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
POHL, Kyle 22-37-0 199 1 51 0
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
JOHNSON, Matt 18-24-0 229 2 30 6
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
SMITH, L.T. 5 89 1 51
DILLARD, Jerrod 5 50 0 14
BICKLEY, F. 4 15 0 7
D'ORAZIO, Zach 3 25 0 12
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
JOPLIN, Shaun 5 78 1 22
GREENE, Travis 4 71 1 30
BURBRINK, Ryan 3 28 0 11
GALLON, Chris 3 27 0 12
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
PAUL, Zach 4 145 36.2 53 1 1
POHL, Kyle 1 1 1.0 1 0 0
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
SCHMIEDEBUSCH 4 170 42.5 48 1 0
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
DAVIS, Imani 2 7 0 5
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
BICKLEY, F. 3 53 0 22
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
BROWN, Jatavis 6-3 9 0.0 1.0
ROSSI, Nick 2-7 9 0.0 0.0
HOLMES, Anthony 6-2 8 0.0 0.0
JAMES, C.J. 4-4 8 3.0 3.0
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
FOSTER, Aaron 7-3 10 0.0 1.0
GATES, BooBoo 6-1 7 0.0 1.0
WARD, Ryland 4-1 5 0.0 0.0
LYNCH, D.J. 3-2 5 0.0 0.0
Qtr Time Scoring Play V-H
1st 12:38 AKRON - SMITH, L.T. 51 yd pass from POHL, Kyle (STEIN, Robert kick), 3-67 0:41 7 - 0
09:31 BGSU - TATE, Tyler 29 yd field goal, 8-64 3:07 7 - 3
05:39 AKRON - POHL, Kyle 3 yd run (STEIN, Robert kick), 12-72 3:48 14 - 3
2nd 01:41 BGSU - JOPLIN, Shaun 22 yd pass from JOHNSON, Matt (TATE, Tyler kick), 10-65 3:12 14 - 10
3rd 06:47 BGSU - HOUSTON, W. 2 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 11-69 6:20 14 - 17
01:41 BGSU - GREENE, Travis 30 yd pass from JOHNSON, Matt (TATE, Tyler kick), 6-60 3:06 14 - 24
4th 04:49 BGSU - GREENE, Travis 11 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 13-80 8:01 14 - 31
Game 5 - BGSU 31, Akron 14
BGSU fell behind 14-3 early but shutout Akron over the final three quar-
ters for a 31-14 victory Saturday at Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
Bowling Green punted after just three plays on their opening drive, and 
Akron used the opportunity to take the lead. The Zips' Kyle Pohl threw 
deep down the right sideline to a wide open L.T. Smith. Smith raced 
into the end zone for a 51-yard score and an early 7-0 Akron lead. On 
Akron's next possession, Pohl ran a keeper to the left for a three-yard 
touchdown and a 14-3 Akron lead.
The two teams exchanged punts on the next six possessions until 4:53 
remained in the first half. From that point, Bowling Green scored touch-
downs on four consecutive possessions. For the first score, the team 
drove 65 yards in ten plays. The possession was capped when Shaun 
Joplin juggled a pass but eventually coralled it and ran into the end 
zone for a 22-yard score. Akron ran out the final 1:41 in the first half to 
take a 14-10 lead to the locker room.
The Zips punted after just three plays to start the second half, and 
Bowling Green was right back in the end zone 11 plays later. Akron 
managed a first down on the ensuing drive but then had to punt again 
after just four plays. A very short 22-yard punt allowed Bowling Green 
to take over at their own 40, and it took the team just six plays to navi-
gate the 60 yards to the Akron end zone.
The Zips finally put together a drive and threatened to close the gap 
again. However, on 3rd-and-goal from the 1, Pohl's pass to Anthony 
Ritossa was knocked down by Gabe Martin. Robert Stein's 17-yard 
field goal attempt then clanked off the left upright, and BGSU was able 
to keep their ten-point margin.
The Falcons closed out the scoring after a 13-play, 80-yard drive that 
sapped eight minutes out of the fourth quarter. Andre Givens had 
a highlight-reel 18-yard run that went from sideline to sideline, but 
Greene saw nine carries on the drive for 37 yards. That included the 
final 11, when Greene ran right up the middle for the game's final score.
